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Abstract The article reviews the reception of Ulysses’ last voyage in twentieth-

century Italy. Ulysses’ last voyage is used by Italian authors to discuss different and

often opposing views of the ideal human life as well as the intellectual and exis-

tential angsts of the twentieth century. In addition, the Italian twentieth-century

Ulysses becomes part of a metapoetic discourse, as going back to the Homeric and

Dantesque myths of Ulysses for an artist also means interrogating oneself on the

possibility of creating something new within a long tradition. This metaliterary

dimension adds to the modern Italian reception of Ulysses, making it a unique case

of the intersection of many different layers of reception both in chronological and

thematic terms.

Ulysses’ polytropia, his multifaceted nature, has always fascinated readers and made

him an archetypal figure across the centuries, as the ample reception of his myth and

adventures testifies.1 As Stanford noted,2 Ulysses’ main attribute, his intelligence, is

what makes the character so interesting and adaptable. Indeed intelligence itself is

polytropos, as it is a powerful yet ambiguous quality which can be used for both

good and evil ends. The ethical ambivalence of intelligence is perfectly embodied

by Ulysses—the conqueror of Troy with his clever trickery, but also the deceitful

‘sophist’ who unjustly deprives Ajax of Achilles’ armor. In Homer’s Odyssey in

particular Ulysses’ polytropia is shown in his eagerness to experience many

adventures during his voyage at sea (often with disastrous results for his
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companions’ safety) as well as in the inventiveness and determination with which he

is able to reach his homeland of Ithaca and win back his power and family there.

Indeed Homer’s Ulysses—though certainly intelligent—is above all a ‘returning’

hero who embarks on a nostos,3 that is, a ‘quest’ to reach home.

In thirteenth-century Italy, however, his story develops in an unexpected

direction: Ulysses does not return home but, before reaching Ithaca, embarks on a

final and doomed last voyage, as narrated by Dante in Inferno xxvi 85–142. Ulysses’
last voyage as developed by Dante becomes itself part of the Ulysses myth,

inspiring new rewritings such as, for example, Constantine Cavafy’s Second
Odyssey (1894) or Nikos Kazantzakis’ lengthy Odyssey (1938).4 In Italy in

particular Ulysses’ last voyage as told by Dante becomes a staple of the reception of

this character, especially from the end of the nineteenth century and into the

twentieth century.5 In fact, with only a few exceptions,6 Italian modern rewritings of

the Ulysses myth focus on, or at least mention, his last voyage.7 These works can

(and should) be analyzed together not only because they all focus on the same

mythical theme; more interestingly, they charge it with specific and, I shall

argue, interconnected layers of meaning.8 The Italian Ulysses, as molded through

3 For a linguistic analysis of the word νόστος (which derives from the IE root *nes-, meaning ‘saving

oneself from any lethal danger’, ‘surviving’) and its literary implications, see A. Bonifazi, ‘Inquiring into

Nostos and Its Cognates’, American Journal of Philology 130 (2009), 481–510. D. Frame, The Myth of
Return in Early Greek Epic, New Haven-London 1978, connected this root to that of νόος, ‘mind’, but his

attempt to link ‘mind’ and ‘return’ encountered criticism; see R. D. Dawe, Review of The Myth of Return
in Early Greek Epic by Douglas Frame, The Classical Journal 75 (1980), 357–359, and F. M.

Combellack, Review of The Myth of Return in Early Greek Epic by Douglas Frame, Classical Philology
76 (1981), 225–228.
4 Unlike in Dante, however, in these authors Ulysses embarks on a second voyage after returning home.

On this important difference, see also below, § 5.
5 The best overview of the modern Italian reception of Ulysses in English is in Boitani, The Shadow of
Ulysses (n. 1, above), passim. On the other hand, despite its overall good quality, Stanford, The Ulysses
Theme (n. 1 above), is perhaps not comprehensive enough, as he only touches upon Dante, Pascoli,

D’Annunzio, and briefly mentions Graf. Similarly, Hall, The Return of Ulysses (n. 1, above), mentions

only the adaptations of Levi and Dallapiccola as well as Moravia’s Contempt (even though the latter deals
with the Odyssey at a very different level; see below, § 5). On the Italian reception of Ulysses, see D.

Messineo, Il viaggio di Ulisse da Dante a Levi, Firenze 1995; the essays by P. M. Capezza, A. Collisani,

D. Del Corno, D. Fedele, P. Gibellini, A. Sole, M. Sacco Messineo, P. Pucci, W. Pedullà, A. Grillo and S.

Nicosia in Ulisse nel tempo. La metafora infinita, ed. S. Nicosia, Venezia 2003; L. Zampese, Ulisse: il
ritorno e il viaggio: un mito universale tra passato e presente, Firenze 2003, 89–140 (all in Italian). Other

references to specific works discussed in this paper will be given below.
6 Giovanni Pascoli, The Sleep of Odysseus (Il sonno di Odisseo, first published in 1899 and then in 1904)

and The Return (Il ritorno, written in 1901 and published in 1906); Umberto Saba, Ulysses (Ulisse, 1946);
Cesare Pavese, The Island (L’isola) in Dialogues with Leuco (Dialoghi con Leucò, 1947); Luciano Berio,

Outis (1996). Even these works, however, seem to preserve a memory of the Ulysses depicted in Dante’s

myth; see below, § 4. There are only a few examples of modern literary engagement with Ulysses that

completely ignore the myth of the last voyage, e.g., the minor references in some twentieth-century poets

surveyed by P. Gibellini, ‘L’impaziente Odisseo. Ulisse nella poesia italiana del novecento’, in Ulisse nel
tempo. La metafora infinita, ed. S. Nicosia, Venezia 2003, 489–515, at 505–512.
7 This characteristic has been noted also by Boitani, The Shadow of Ulysses (n. 1, above), 127.
8 From this survey I have excluded The Canto of Ulysses (Il Canto di Ulisse) by Primo Levi (from the

novel If This Is a Man, 1947) because more than a reception of the myth of Ulysses it is a meditation on

Dante’s Inferno xxvi. In his chapter on Ulysses, Levi describes his own efforts to recall to memory

Inferno xxvi and explain it to a fellow prisoner at Auschwitz. Keeping alive the figure of Ulysses, the
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Homer and Dante, is also a character in fieri: the modern authors who engage with

him are also aware of the Ulysseses created by their immediate predecessors so that

each new Ulysses is not only a response to Homer and Dante but also to the other

more modern authors. This Ulysses then is no longer only an archetypical figure

with a rich literary tradition but becomes a proxy used by Italian authors to discuss

different and often opposing views of the ideal human life as well as the intellectual

and existential angsts of the twentieth century.9 Indeed Ulysses’ peculiar

characteristics, which distinguish him from an Achilles or an Ajax, become the

reason why he is an excellent figure to embody some modern ‘heroic’ qualities:

intelligence, curiosity, resilience, as well as a self-doubting mind and an underlying

ambiguity about the essential ‘goodness’ of one’s purposes.

This paper will focus on the reception of the ‘myth’ of Ulysses’ last voyage in

Italian late nineteenth- and twentieth-century authors.10 By ‘myth’ I mean ‘literary

myth’, in that Ulysses’ last voyage is a purely literary creation by a poet (Dante) and

is used as a ‘literary’ myth by all the authors that I will analyze. Yet these modern

authors do also engage with the Homeric Ulysses even if they focus on Dante’s

reworking of the myth, so that the Italian twentieth-century Ulysses is composed of

an odd and intriguing blend of two ‘mythical’ characters partly connected but also

very different from each other. Moreover, the Italian twentieth-century Ulysses is

not only a symbol for different views of human life and destiny, but also becomes a

part of a metapoetic discourse. Going back to the Homeric and Dantesque myths of

Ulysses for an artist also means interrogating oneself on the possibility of creating

something new within a long tradition—which in this specific case rests on two

overwhelming authorities. The ‘weight’ of such a tradition is felt by each modern

author here discussed; some of them even use Ulysses’ last voyage as a metaphor to

discuss poetry itself and the possibility of innovating within a literary tradition. This

metaliterary dimension adds to the modern Italian reception of Ulysses, making it a

unique case of the intersection of many different layers of reception both in

chronological and thematic terms.

Footnote 8 continued

champion of ‘virtue and knowledge’, is thus the only way to keep human dignity alive in the ‘inferno’ of

the Nazi concentration camp. On Levi’s The Canto of Ulysses, see Boitani, The Shadow of Ulysses (n. 1,
above), 157–163. I will also not touch upon other texts that use Ulysses and the Odyssey in a way that

bears no strong relation to the original text, such as Pavese’s The Witches (Le streghe) in Dialogues with
Leuco (Dialoghi con Leucò, 1947), in which Circe tells Leucotea about her encounter with Ulysses, or

Moravia’s Contempt (Il disprezzo, 1954; on this work, see below, § 5).
9 I am using this label even if the first work I am going to discuss in fact dates to 1897. In addition,

though mostly following a diachronic order, sometimes I will depart from a strict chronological treatment,

because I prefer to analyze closely connected works together (such as those by D’Annunzio and Gozzano)

or favor a thematic approach (as in the third part, where I first discuss Dallapiccola’s treatment of Ulysses,

which is unique, and then the ones by Savinio and Malerba, which partly share a common attitude

towards Dante’s original myth).
10 Most of the texts I will be discussing are virtually unknown outside of Italy. As my main intended

audience is non-Italian classicists interested in reception, I will provide background information about the

author, as well as summaries, paraphrases and translations of those texts. All translations are my own

unless otherwise noted.
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1 Dante’s Inferno xxvi: The Beginning of Ulysses’ Last Voyage

Ulysses’ last voyage is not the voyage that Tiresias predicts for Ulysses at Odyssey
11.121–137, namely, the voyage to a place where people do not know ships and

seafaring—a voyage which is necessary if Ulysses is to appease Poseidon. Rather, it is

the voyage narrated by Dante in Inferno xxvi 85–142. After his affair with Circe,

Dante’s Ulysses does not return to Ithaca but embarks on a voyage which leads him

beyond the Pillars of Hercules and close to the mountain of Purgatory, where a

whirlwind submerges his ship with all the crew. Although Dante places Ulysses in Hell

along with Diomedes as a fraudulent counselor,11 he admires his desire for knowledge,

forcefully expressed by Ulysses in his speech to his companions (Inf. xxvi 118–120):

Considerate la vostra semenza:

fatti non foste a viver come bruti,

ma per seguir virtute e canoscenza.

Consider the seed from which you sprang:

You were not made to live like brutes,

But to pursue virtue and knowledge.

In Dante’s Christian view, the ultimate disaster is unavoidable, as Ulysses went

beyond the limits set by God. Despite his tragic end, Ulysses’ thirst for ‘virtue and

knowledge’—seen as peculiar to human nature—is greatly admired by Dante, who

shares the Greek hero’s curiositas and the idea that one must pursue intellectual and

ethical goals in life.12

We do not know whether Dante ‘invented’ the myth of Ulysses’ last voyage

completely13 or selected a pre-existing, little known tradition about Ulysses’

journey beyond the Pillars of Hercules;14 yet Ulysses’ last voyage as a ‘literary

myth’ in the Western world still starts with Dante’s Inferno xxvi. Dante did not

know Homer’s Odyssey, and his Ulysses was filtered through Latin authors such as

Cicero (Fin. 5.49), Seneca (Const. 2.1) and Horace (Ep. 1.2.17–26), who consider

11 Ulysses and Diomedes are condemned because of the Trojan horse, because they have convinced

Achilles to leave Deidamia and join the Trojan expedition and because of the theft of the Palladium, as

Virgil explains in Inf. xxvi 59–63. Therefore, Stanford’s interpretation of Dante’s Ulysses (Stanford, The
Ulysses Theme (n. 1 above), 178–182) as condemned among the fraudulent counselors because he

deceived his companions in persuading them to join him in the ‘mad flight’ is fundamentally wrong; see

M. M. Rossi, ‘Dante’s Conception of Ulysses’, Italica 30 (1953), 193–202 (responding to a previous

article of the same title by Stanford in Cambridge Journal 6 (1953), 239–247), and L. Pertile, ‘Dante e

l’ingegno di Ulisse’, Stanford Italian Review 1 (1979), 35–65, at 41 n. 9 and 61 n. 46.
12 The bibliography on this famous episode is immense. Among the standard and fundamental studies on

Dante’s Ulysses are M. Fubini, ‘Il peccato d’Ulisse’ and ‘Il canto XXVI dell’Inferno’, in id., Il peccato di
Ulisse e altri scritti danteschi, Milano-Napoli 1966, 1–76; A. Pagliaro, ‘Ulisse’, in id., Ulisse. Ricerche
semantiche sulla Divina Commedia, 2 vols., Messina-Firenze 1967, vol. 1, 371–432. On the intelligence

of Ulysses, see Pertile, ‘Dante e l’ingegno di Ulisse’ (n. 11, above).
13 Cf. Stanford, The Ulysses Theme (n. 1 above), 180; Dante Alighieri, La Divina Commedia: Inferno, a

cura di U. Bosco e G. Reggio, Firenze 19826, 377–379.
14 Cf. M. Corti, ‘La «favola» di Ulisse: invenzione dantesca?’, in ead., Percorsi dell'invenzione. Il
linguaggio poetico e Dante, Torino 1993, 113–145, at 113–128.
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Ulysses a model of virtus et sapientia.15 In addition to the (more common) negative

view of Ulysses as a deceitful betrayer, then, Latin authors had also a more positive

image of him, which Dante would have known.16 Dante might have also

remembered a passage from De Officiis where Cicero, discussing Ulysses’ feigned

madness to avoid joining the Trojan expedition, concludes that according to some a

life at Ithaca with his family was not an honorable decision but certainly a profitable

one (Off. 3.97: non honestum consilium, at utile). Indeed Dante applies this

dichotomy between two possible life choices to Ulysses after the Trojan expedition

and makes his Ulysses choose the honestum when he pursues ‘virtue and

knowledge’ rather than ‘profitably’ returning home.

Dante thus radically changes the mythical archetype of Ulysses—in fact, he

reverses it: whereas in Homer Ulysses is a ‘returning’ hero and his nostos is the core of
theOdyssey, Dante’sUlysses is a ‘departing’ and ‘wandering’ hero. Both heroes are on
a quest, but the Greek one ultimately seeks what is ‘familiar’ while the Medieval one

seeks what is ‘unknown’ and hence ‘unfamiliar’. Of course, the original Ulysses was

also curious and attracted by the unknown, for instancewith the cave of Polyphemus or

the song of the Sirens. Yet these episodeswere in the end seen as ‘distractions’ fromhis

real goal: returning to his family. In Dante, on the other hand, Ulysses consciously

chooses the unknown and rejects his nostos (Inf. xxvi 90–99):

Quando

mi diparti’ da Circe […]

né dolcezza di figlio, né la pieta

del vecchio padre, né ’l debito amore

lo qual dovea Penelopè far lieta,

vincer potero dentro a me l’ardore

ch’i’ ebbi a divenir del mondo esperto

e de li vizi umani e del valore.

When

I left Circe […]

Neither fondness for my son, nor reverence

For my old father, nor the due affection

Which should have made Penelope joyous,

Could overcome within me the desire

I had to become experienced in the world,

And in the vices and virtues of mankind.

If Ulysses’ desire to gain knowledge strengthens his characterization as ‘curious’, it

also intensifies his moral ambiguity because in order to satisfy this desire he does

not hesitate to abandon his nostos and hence his family.

15 Horace also famously translated the incipit of the Odyssey in the Ars Poetica, 141–142: Dic mihi,
Musa, uirum, captae post tempora Troiae / qui mores hominum multorum uidit et urbes.
16 On other Late Antique and Medieval sources on Ulysses’ wisdom which could have been known to

Dante, see Corti, ‘La «favola» di Ulisse’ (n. 14, above), 133–140.
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Yet overall, Dante’s clear admiration for Ulysses makes him a positive ‘ethical

model’: with his invitation ‘to live [not] like brutes’ but follow ‘virtue and

knowledge’, Ulysses becomes a symbol of humanist ideals. In fact, Dante’s solution

is original and, most interestingly, ‘personalized’—the Italian poet certainly tried to

live up to the standards set by his Ulysses to the point of paying a high price for his

political and intellectual views with his own life-long exile from Florence. By

‘personalizing’ this mythical figure and partly identifying with him, Dante therefore

adds an additional dimension to Ulysses, who can now become an alter-ego for any

author who uses him.

The Dantesque Ulysses is thus not the Homeric hero, an eloquent and deceitful

trickster belonging to a mythical past and a fictional character who can stir wonder

but with whom a reader can hardly identify. Rather, with his ‘desire of virtue and

knowledge’ but also with his fundamental ambiguity, Dante’s Ulysses is intensely

human and ready to be appropriated by any of us as an ethical ‘exemplum’ much

more than his Homeric predecessor.

2 A Decadent Last Voyage: Between Wanderlust and Ennui

The fin de siècle in Europe was a period of crisis. The old, post-Napoleonic order

was over. Everywhere across the continent new social and political tensions were

rising, which would eventually lead to WWI. This social and existential turmoil

ushered in a series of questions typical of Modernism: individuals started

questioning their own identity and their role in this new and frightening world;

traditional values and bourgeois society were challenged without any valid

alternative other than ennui, anguish and mal de vivre. The artistic and philosophical
responses were Post-Romanticism as well the Decadent Movement and Symbolism.

Intellectuals turned to mysticism and to a private, if not morbid, sensitivity or,

conversely, they championed an aristocratic ‘aestheticism’, in both cases refusing

what they thought to be a dull and unsatisfactory reality. It was in this moment of

existential and social crisis that Italian poets belonging to all these different

movements began to manipulate the myth of Ulysses’ last voyage to express the

angsts of the period ranging from a post-Romantic Wanderlust to a decadent ennui.
It is in fact Dante’s recasting of Ulysses as an unsatisfied and unsettled hero that

makes him so appealing to these authors, despite producing completely different

results.

2.1 Graf’s The Last Voyage of Ulysses (1897): Ulysses the Wanderer

Arturo Graf (1848–1913), professor of Italian literature at Turin, published his The
Last Voyage of Ulysses (L’ultimo viaggio di Ulisse) in 1897 in the collection The
Danaids (Le Danaidi).17 In this long poem of three cantos he borrows from Dante

17 On this poem, see R. Rizzo, Pessimismo e spiritualismo nell'opera poetica di Arturo Graf, Catania
1921, 65–71; Boitani, The Shadow of Ulysses (n. 1, above), 57, 127; Messineo, Il viaggio di Ulisse (n. 5,
above), 30–34; G. Nava, ‘Il mito vuoto: L’ultimo viaggio’, Rivista pascoliana 9 (1997), 101–113, at 102–

104; Gibellini, ‘L’impaziente Odisseo’ (n. 6, above), 492–494. I quote Graf’s text according to the
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and from Tennyson (whose Ulysses was published in 1842), an author that Graf

knew well, as he published an article discussing Tennyson’s relationships with the

Pre-Raphaelites.18

After his return to Ithaca, Graf’s Ulysses spends four years in peace, thinking of

his past adventures at Troy and of his voyage back home and retelling his stories to

the others. After four more years he is overcome by boredom. He decides to go back

to the sea and convinces his companions with a speech that is a lengthy elaboration

(99 lines!) of the speeches pronounced by the restless Ulysseses of Dante and

Tennyson.19 He uses Dante’s words (Inf. xxvi 97–99: ‘The desire / I had to become

experienced in the world, / and in the vices and virtues of mankind’) to address his

companions as ‘You who are experienced in toils never attempted before and in

mortal perils’.20 Yet by following Tennyson rather than Dante21 Graf’s Ulysses

admits that rest, peace and security are unbearable for him. He thus invites them to

travel and discover a ‘new world’, echoing Tennyson’s Ulysses:22

Le mie parole udite. Ad uom di vera

virtù precinto e per gran fatti egregio

È pena l’ozio, onta la pace, sfregio

La securtà.

[...]

Footnote 17 continued

following edition: A. Graf, Le Danaidi. Seconda edizione emendata e accresciuta di un terzo libro, Torino
1905, 25–47.
18 A. Graf, ‘Preraffaeliti, simbolisti ed esteti’, in id., Foscolo, Manzoni e Leopardi. Saggi di Arturo Graf,
Torino 1898, 401–459, first published in Nuova antologia 67 (1897); see G. Pieri, ‘The Critical Reception
of Pre-Raphaelitism in Italy, 1878–1910’, The Modern Language Review 99 (2004), 364–381, at 377.

Tennyson had the Pre-Raphaelites illustrate his own poems (A. L. Tennyson, Poems, London: E. Moxon,

1857); see G. S. Layard, Tennyson and his Pre-Raphaelite Illustrators. A Book About a Book, London
1894; R. L. Stein, ‘The Pre-Raphaelite Tennyson’, Victorian Studies 24 (1981), 278–301.
19 Tennyson and Graf (as well as later on Gozzano and Pascoli) deviate from Homer when they

‘resuscitate’ the companions of Ulysses. In the Odyssey Ulysses reaches Ithaca alone after all his

companions have died in the 10-year journey back. In Dante they are still alive as Ulysses sails directly

from Circe. Since in these later rewritings Ulysses has reached Ithaca, the companions should be already

dead. Yet they are necessary to have Ulysses address them as in Dante. Indeed the Dantesque ‘orazion

picciola’ (little, short speech) by Ulysses becomes an integral part of the ‘new’ Ulysses myth, even

though it is inconsistent with Homer’s story.
20 ‘D’intentate fatiche e di mortali / perigli esperti’.
21 On Tennyson’s Ulysses compared to that of Dante, see T. Robbins, ‘Tennyson’s “Ulysses”: the

Significance of the Homeric and Dantesque Backgrounds’, Victorian Poetry 11 (1973), 177–193, and R.

F. Storch, ‘The Fugitive From the Ancestral Hearth: Tennyson’s Ulysses’, in Odysseus/Ulysses, ed. H.
Bloom, New York–Philadelphia 1991, 161–175. A comparison between Tennyson and Dante is

Constantine Cavafy’s essay ‘The end of Ulysses’. The essay remained unedited until 1974 when G.

Savidis published it (now in G. P. Savidis, Mikra Kavafika 2, Athens 1987, 169–197); for an Italian

translation of the Greek original, see R. Lavagnini, ‘La «Seconda Odissea» di Kavafis’, in Ulisse nel
tempo. La metafora infinita, ed. S. Nicosia, Venezia 2003, 417–433, at 419–426. I am not aware of any

English translation of the essay.
22 Cf. Tennyson’s Ulysses, 6–7, 12–13, 22–23, 56–57: ‘I cannot rest from travel; I will drink / Life to the

lees. […] / For always roaming with a hungry heart / Much have I seen and known; […] / How dull it is to

pause, to make an end, / To rust unburnish’d, not to shine in use! / […] Come, my friends, / ‘Tis not too

late to seek a newer world’.
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[nave… vedria]

sorger dell’acque alfine un altro mondo,

assai maggior di questo nostro, e dove

sono incogniti regni e genti nuove,

e d’inaudite cose e peregrine

indicibil dovizia.

[…]

Per quell’ignoto mare alle felici

plaghe io voglio migrar.

Hear my words. To a man of true

Virtue and renowned for his great deeds

Idleness is a pain, peace is a shame,

Security is offence

[...]

[A ship … will see]

At the end another world, rising from the sea,

A world far greater than ours, and where

There are unknown kingdoms and new people,

And an unspeakable abundance of

Unheard-of and strange things

[…]

Through that unknown sea towards those happy

Places I want to go.

The companions enthusiastically accept while their wives despair. When the time

comes, Ulysses bids farewell to Penelope and Telemachus (echoing Tennyson’s

dialogue between father and son) and the heroes finally sail. In their last voyage they

pass by all the places of their past adventures (the Cyclopes, Calypso, Circe, Scylla

and Charybdis, the Sirens) and go beyond the Pillars of Hercules, where ‘they set

the sails to the unheard-of flight’ (‘inaudito volo’), which echoes the ‘mad flight’

(‘folle volo’) of Dante’s Ulysses.

After a long voyage through the wide and dangerous Ocean birds and a green

branch appear—the signs of land that Columbus saw when he reached America.

Ulysses and his companions become euphoric especially when they see ‘rising a

dark and steep mountain, which concealed its peak among the clouds’,23 recalling

Dante’s Mount Purgatory. Their joy is however soon turned into fear and despair

when the sea first becomes calm and then is stirred up by a violent hurricane. The

description of the end of Ulysses and his companions echoes Dante: a ‘whirlwind’

(‘turbo’, both in Graf and in Dante) submerges and swallows everything in an

‘eternal night’ (‘eterna notte’).

Unlike in Dante, though, the death of Graf’s Ulysses is not the work of God: the

hero dies in his effort to go beyond our human limits—not because he is punished

for doing so. Graf was probably following Tennyson, as in both poets Ulysses

becomes a model of man’s thirst for adventure and Wanderlust. However, while

23 ‘Sorgere un fosco e dirupato monte / che tra le nubi nascondea la cima’.
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Tennyson’s Ulysses is just seen as a hero attempting the ultimate adventure and the

poet does not tell how this last voyage will end, in Graf’s poem Ulysses heroically

meets with death. Graf’s Ulysses reaches America, like Columbus, but also pays for

it with his life.24

2.2 D’Annunzio’s Maia (1903): Ulysses the Übermensch

The heroism of Ulysses is brought to the extreme limits by Gabriele D’Annunzio

(1863–1938), the most significant—and loudest—representative of the Aesthetic

and Decadent Movements in Italy, which D’Annunzio reinterpreted through the

theories of the Nietzschean Übermensch that he himself adopted in his own personal

life. Ulysses is at the core of the opening poem of Maia or Laus Vitae, which was

published in 1903 and conceived as the first book of a multi-volume poetical project

entitled Praises of the Sky, of the Sea, of the Earth and of the Heroes (Laudi del
Cielo, del Mare, della Terra e degli Eroi) that he never completed.25 In these Praises
D’Annunzio celebrates the rebirth of ancient myth, embellishing it with Nietzschean

credos and a plethora of classical references.26 In To the Pleiades and to the Fates
(Alle Pleiadi e ai Fati), the prefatory poem of Maia, D’Annunzio sets the tone of the

entire work with an opening motto (ll. 1–3):

Gloria al Latin che disse: ‘Navigare

è necessario; non è necessario

vivere’ […].

Glory to the Latin who said: ‘To sail

Is necessary; it is not necessary

To live’ […].

This is the translation of navigare necesse est, vivere non (est) necesse, a Latin motto

probably created in the Middle Ages from Pompey’s words πλεῖν ἀνάγκη, ζῆν οὐκ
ἀνάγκη in Plutarch, Pomp. 50.2. Ulysses is invoked in the following lines and

becomes the embodiment of this motto (Alle Pleiadi e ai Fati, 25–35):

Non un iddio ma il figlio di Laerte

[…]

‘ne’ dolcezza di figlio…’ O Galileo,

men vali tu che nel dantesco fuoco

il piloto re d’Itaca Odisseo.

24 The identification of Columbus with Ulysses is already in Torquato Tasso (Gerusalemme Liberata xv

31–32) and is quite common. See Boitani, The Shadow of Ulysses (n. 1, above), 52–68; Hall, The Return
of Ulysses (n. 1, above), 78–79.
25 Originally the Praises should have contained seven books, named after the seven brightest stars of the

Pleiades; D’Annunzio, however, composed only five books (Maia, Elettra, Alcyone, Merope, Asterope). I
quote D’Annunzio’s text of Maia according to the following edition: Gabriele D’Annunzio, Maia, a cura
di A. Andreoli, Milano 1995.
26 Only in Alcyone does D’Annunzio compose real poetry when he describes natural landscapes with a

very sensuous and musical use of the language, far from his Nietzschean ambitions of Maia.
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Troppo il tuo verbo al paragone è fioco

e debile il tuo gesto.

Not a god but the son of Laertes

[…]

‘Neither fondness for my son…’ O Galilean,

You are worth less than the pilot Odysseus,

King of Ithaca, in Dante’s fire.

Your word is too feeble in comparison

And weak are your actions.

D’Annunzio has in mind Dante’s Ulysses, as is shown by the verbatim quotations of

Dante here (‘ne’ dolcezza di figlio…’) as well as later.27 Yet D’Annunzio also

recasts this Dantesque Ulysses in a classical framework and explicitly denies any

Christian element in him: in fact, he promotes this ‘son of Laertes’ over Jesus (the

weak ‘Galilean’ in the text), thus proudly stating that classical myth (even if

reworked by the Christian Dante!) is far superior to Christianity.28 In other words,

D’Annunzio uses Dante’s idea of the last voyage but deprives it of its original

Dantesque meaning, recasting this myth back again into a classicizing background

—yet the result is not a ‘classical’ hero but a ‘distorted’ version of one.

Maia is indeed entirely centered on the figure of the mythical ‘pilot’.29

D’Annunzio imagines himself sailing with some companions (Maia iv 1–21) and

the long poem (8,400 lines in total) is a bombastic description of a journey in Greece

from Olympia to Eleusis which frequently digresses into the mythical past and the

contemporary present. The story has a biographical basis: a cruise to Greece on the

yacht Fantasia of Edoardo Scarfoglio (a writer and journalist) with some other

friends in 1895. This journey is mythicized and transfigured in the poem, however.30

While sailing D’Annunzio and his companions meet ‘a hero… the one that the

Latins call Ulysses’ (Maia iv 21–23). This is an old Ulysses, with grey hair (Maia iv

27 ‘Nel maggior corno della fiamma antica, / parlami’ (Alle Pleiadi e ai Fati, 47–48; cf. Inf. xxvi 85) and
‘infin che il Mar fu sopra te richiuso’ (Alle Pleiadi e ai Fati, 55, the last line of the poem; cf. Inf. xxvi 142,
again the last line of the canto).
28 The anti-Christian motif comes back in the second prefatory poem of Maia, The Announcement
(L’annunzio), at lines 125–130. The celebration of anti-Christian values was a point of contrast with

Pascoli, who also wrote about Ulysses (see below, § 2.4) and who on various occasions affirmed the role

of the poet as an educator and his faith in Christian or, better, humanitarian principles (against

D’Annunzio’s egotism and his contempt for the masses). Cf. R. Bertazzoli, ‘Ulisse in D’Annunzio e

Pascoli: Maia e i Poemi Conviviali’, in Il mito nella letteratura italiana moderna, ed. P. Gibellini,
Humanitas 51 (1996), 697–712, at 698–701.
29 On D’Annunzio’s Ulysses in Maia, see Boitani, The Shadow of Ulysses (n. 1, above), 130–134;

Messineo, Il viaggio di Ulisse (n. 5, above), 46–51; Bertazzoli, ‘Ulisse in D’Annunzio e Pascoli’ (n. 28,

above); Nava, ‘Il mito vuoto’ (n. 17, above), 104–108; Gibellini, ‘L’impaziente Odisseo’ (n. 6, above),

495–500; Zampese, Ulisse: il ritorno e il viaggio (n. 5, above), 92–100.
30 On this journey in Greece, see L. Fiumi, ‘Il Retroscena di Laus Vitae: D’Annunzio in Grecia’, Italica
25 (1948), 265–266; A. Rhodes, The Poet as Superman: a Life of Gabriele D’Annunzio, Worcester–

London 1959, 53–64; and J. Woodhouse, Gabriele D’Annunzio, Defiant Archangel, Oxford 1998, 130–

137, 199–200. On the bookish Greece of D’Annunzio, see M. Guglielminetti, ‘Le patrie ideali nel libro di

Maia: la Grecia’, in D’Annunzio e il classicismo, Quaderni del Vittoriale 23 (1980), 41–55.
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37), with no luxurious clothes and armor other than his bow, again on a new voyage

after having reached Ithaca (Maia iv 58–63). They address the hero and ask if they

can join him on his journey, but Ulysses does not even bother looking at them (Maia
iv 64–84). D’Annunzio himself then addresses him as the King-of-Storms (‘Re di

tempeste’), asking to be tested: if he (D’Annunzio) is able to string Ulysses’ bow, he

will be worthy of joining him on his voyage; if not, he will deserve death (Maia iv

92–100). Ulysses at least looks at him with less contempt (Maia iv 101–10231) but

then leaves because he must continue his voyage alone. Ulysses’ glance serves

almost like a heroic investiture (Maia iv 110–123). D’Annunzio can now identify

himself with the Greek hero (Maia iv 115–117):

E io tacqui

in disparte, e fui solo;

per sempre fui solo sul Mare.

And I was silent

Apart from the others, and I was alone;

Forever I was alone on the Sea.

Like Ulysses, who sails alone and does not want any companion (not even

D’Annunzio), the poet himself is heroically alone on the sea—at least in his

imaginary re-reading of the mythical episode.

D’Annunzio and his companions sail along the coast of Ithaca (Maia iv 127–

238)32 and see Euryclea, Phemius, Penelope and Telemachus, interpreted as typical

examples of the low bourgeois world with their petty—in D’Annunzio’s eyes—

values and rituals as opposed to Ulysses’ Nietzschean heroism. Penelope wails over

the departure of her husband, looking at ‘Ulysses’ ancient thalamus, again deserted

[…] and forever’ (Maia iv 162–164). She cannot identify with or even understand

Ulysses’ heroic persona, nor does Telemachus, who embodies the antihero, or better

the anti-Ulysses (Maia iv 190–210). Instead of conquering the sea as the ‘King-of-

Storms’, Telemachus governs the swineherds (Maia iv 193) since this is his activity;

he has warm clothes and sleeps in soft beds with a serving maid (Maia iv 203–205)

because, unlike his father, he has chosen to stay home. The contrast between the

hero Ulysses and the antihero Telemachus is also cast in a very Dannunzian—and

later fascist—way in terms of physical aptitude. Fat grows heavy on Telemachus’

stomach as well as his loins and neck (Maia iv 200–202) whereas the older heroic

Ulysses is still toned (Maia iv 38–4233) and ready for new adventures.

The use of Ulysses as a model of ‘how life should be lived’ leads D’Annunzio

even to name some of his companions on the cruise Ulissìdi, ‘descendants of

Ulysses’—the ‘real’ and worthy descendants of Ulysses in contrast to Telemachus,

31 Maia iv 101–102: ‘Si volse egli men disdegnoso / a quel giovine orgoglio’ [He turned less

disdainfully / Towards that proud young man].
32 The impressions that Ithaca left on D’Annunzio on the cruise were strong, as he noted in his Taccuini,
III, on July 31 1895; see Andreoli, Gabriele D’Annunzio, Maia (n. 25, above), 354; Zampese, Ulisse: il
ritorno e il viaggio (n. 5, above), 97.
33 Maia iv 38–42: ‘il ginocchio / ferreo, […] / l’occhio aguzzo; e vigile in ogni / muscolo era

l’infaticata / possa del magnanimo cuore’.
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who betrayed his father’s nature. One Ulissìde (Maia xv 358) is Guido Boggiani

(1861–1902), an actual explorer who traveled to Bolivia, Brazil and Paraguay

(where he died) and who—again D’Annunzio is echoing Dante (Inf. xxvi 97–99)
here—had a perpetual ‘desire’ to become ‘experienced’ in people, in perils and in

earthly smells (Maia xv 358–36634). Remembering his premature death D’Annun-

zio sadly laments that he will not read to Boggiani again ‘the adventure of the King-

of-Storms Ulysses’ (Maia xv 424–42735)—as the reading of the Odyssey was indeed
apparently one of the pastimes on Scarfoglio’s yacht.36 Another Ulissìde is Edoardo
Scarfoglio himself, a man who (again via Dante) is ‘experienced in the vices and

virtues of mankind’ (Maia xv 475–476).

The journey in Greece as described in Maia is an experience of spiritual

initiation. In the second part of the poem (Maia xvi–xxi) D’Annunzio comes back to

contemporary reality and to modern ‘terrible cities’ (Maia xvi 211–212); yet he

elevates this modernity by infusing it with classical mythology and Nietzschean

ideals. In an imaginary dialogue with a hero depicted in the Sistine Chapel (symbol

of the Italian Renaissance with its renewal of classical culture), he is again reminded

to become a superhuman warrior, alone and free (Maia xvii 1013–1046). Indeed just
after this Nietzschean revelation D’Annunzio again sees Ulysses in his imagination

(Maia xvii 1047–1050)—a vision that seals D’Annunzio’s new ego and rebirth as a

hero, an Ulissìde.
This superhuman Ulysses and the Ulissìdi cannot fail for the simple reason that

already being ‘on the sea’ is a goal in itself: they go on a ‘last voyage’ because ‘we

need to sail, not to live’, as the prefatory motto says.37 D’Annunzio’s Ulysses is thus

very different from the Ulysses of Dante, Tennyson or Graf. It is simply his restless

nature that fuels his desire to be alone on the sea—there is no quest for knowledge

or virtue here but simply a quest for an existence of continual sailing. From this

perspective Ulysses embodies D’Annunzio’s ‘Panism’, the pagan religion that

worships the rebirth of Pan, the god of activism and energy.38 D’Annunzio has

created his own mythical figure by blending Homer with Dante but ultimately

creating a ‘hero’ very far from both models. What is most interesting about

D’Annunzio’s Ulysses, however, is its almost contemporary reception by Guido

Gozzano.

34 Maia xv 358–366: ‘Un Ulissı̀de egli era / perpetuo desı̀o della terra / incognita l’avido cuore / gli

affaticava, desı̀o / d’errare in sempre più grande / spazio, di compiere nuova / esperienza di genti / e di

perigli e di odori / terrestri’.
35 Maia xv 424–427: ‘non più dunque [...] / io ti leggerò l’avventura / del Re di tempeste Odisseo’.
36 This according to E. Palmieri, Gabriele D’Annunzio, Laudi del cielo, del mare, della terra e degli eroi,
Libro Primo, Maia, Laus Vitae, Bologna 1949, 360 (who quotes Scarfoglio’s memories). Surely

D’Annunzio wanted to bring on the cruise books of Homer, Hesiod, Pausanias and other Greek authors;

cf. Guglielminetti, ‘Le patrie ideali’ (n. 30, above), 46; however, Rhodes, The Poet as Superman (n. 30,

above), 54, quotes Hérelle (a French university professor who joined the trip), who said that ‘they talked

more than they read’.
37 D’Annunzio even defines Ulysses’ voyage as a ‘necessary toil’ (Maia iv 61–62: ‘proseguiva / il suo

necessario travaglio’).
38 The orgiastic celebration that ‘Pan is not dead’ is at the basis of The Announcement, Maia’s second
prefatory poem.
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2.3 Gozzano’s The Hypothesis (1910): Ulysses the Greedy Emigrant

Guido Gozzano (1883–1916) belonged to the so-called ‘twilight poets’ (‘poeti

crepuscolari’), named as such for the low-key tone of their poetics in open reaction

to the excesses of D’Annunzio.39 Gozzano actually started as an admirer of

D’Annunzio but soon became one of his most strenuous opponents as a result of

attending Arturo Graf’s lectures on Italian literature. Seen from this perspective the

poem The Hypothesis (L’ipotesi)—written in 1907 and published in Scattered Poems
(Poesie sparse) in 1910—is almost a poetic manifesto: Gozzano takes the symbol of

D’Annunzio’s Übermensch, the Ulysses of Maia, and turns it upside down.40

In the poem Gozzano fantasizes about his future married life. His wife will not be

a woman who grew up in luxury, who reads novels or who is moody, beautiful,

refined and knowledgeable (ll. 5–6)—in other words, not like D’Annunzio’s

women, either the heroines of his novels or his own lovers. Rather, Gozzano’s wife

will be ‘one who lives quietly, peaceful with a middle-class father […], the one who

prays and fasts and sings and laughs […] and lives with the simplicity of a serving

maid’ (ll. 7–10). Gozzano imagines his life with her in the future, in 1940 (l. 20)—a

quiet family life in which they would invite friends for dinner. They would talk

about literature and poetry (l. 99), and one would say: ‘How far all this feels: that

time and the Apollinean chorus with all that pagan array, with the King-of-Storms

Ulysses…’ (ll. 103–104). And Gozzano’s wife would ask: ‘What does it mean?

What did this King-of-Storms do?’ (l. 108), and ‘they would tell her the tale of the

King-of-Storms (pace Homer and Dante)’ (ll. 109–110). The parenthetical note

makes very clear that the Ulysses whom Gozzano is referring to is not the heroic

and positive character of Homer and Dante (even though in the poem Gozzano often

reuses Dante’s words and images) but rather the bombastic king of D’Annunzio.

That version of Ulysses, Gozzano seems to imply, has wrongly appropriated the

name and personage made famous by much greater poets such as Homer and Dante.

The King-of-Storms—Gozzano’s imaginary friends explain to his wife—was a

‘despicable example of a marital infidelity’ (ll. 113–114). He lived on a yacht and

visited the most famous beaches attended by famous cocottes; his wife still forgave
him, though, when he came back, and he could have enjoyed a quiet life until his

death (ll. 127–132):

Ma né dolcezza di figlio,

né lagrime, né la pietà

del padre, né il debito amore

per la sua dolce metà

39 To define his low-key new poetics Gozzano famously claimed to sing ‘the good things of bad taste’

(‘le buone cose di pessimo gusto’, in L’amica di nonna Speranza, 2) in opposition to the decadent and

luxurious world of D’Annunzio.
40 On this poem, see Boitani, The Shadow of Ulysses (n. 1, above), 134–139; Messineo, Il viaggio di
Ulisse (n. 5, above), 51–55; Gibellini, ‘L’impaziente Odisseo’ (n. 6, above), 503–505; Zampese, Ulisse: il
ritorno e il viaggio (n. 5, above), 114–119; F. Longo, ‘L’ipotesi demitizzante di Gozzano. Ulisse tra yacht
e cocottes’, in Il mito nel testo: gli antichi e la Bibbia nella letteratura italiana, ed. K. Cappellini and L.

Geri, Roma 2007, 141–156. I quote Gozzano’s text according to the following edition: G. Gozzano,

‘L’ipotesi’, in Opere di Guido Gozzano, a cura di G. Baldissone, Torino 1983, 302–311.
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gli spensero dentro l’ardore

della speranza chimerica.

But neither fondness for his son,

Nor tears, nor reverence

For his father, nor the due affection

For his better half

Quenched within him the desire

Of a chimerical hope.

The words echo Dante’s Ulysses (Inf. xxvi 94–99), but while in Dante the family

ties could not quench Ulysses’ positive desire for ‘virtue and knowledge’, in

Gozzano they cannot overcome a much more ambiguous desire, namely, the

impulse for a ‘chimerical hope’. Indeed the reason for this last voyage is rather

different: this modern Ulysses cannot live without money—a lot of money (ll. 135–

136)—so he wants to take a chance on making his fortune in America (ll. 133–

134).41 The emigrant King-of-Storms speaks to his companions (ll. 137–138):

‘Consider, my dear / companions, the seed from which you sprang!’,42 quoting

verbatim Dante’s Ulysses (Inf. xxvi 118) but omitting the last two lines of Dante’s

terzina (Inf. xxvi 119–120): ‘you were not made to live like brutes, / but to pursue

virtue and knowledge’. There is no desire for virtue or knowledge in this King-of-

Storms. Just after this Dantesque echo, in fact, Gozzano directly addresses his

Ulysses in a rather deprecating way (ll. 139–140):

Vı̈aggia vı̈aggia vı̈aggia

vı̈aggia nel folle volo.

Travel, travel, travel,

Travel on the mad flight.

Dante’s mad flight (‘folle volo’) is now seen in a very negative light. This time

‘folle’ means ‘stupid’, a meaning that was foreign to Dante for whom ‘folle’ meant

only ‘daring’ in reference to Ulysses’ leap into the unknown.43 Gozzano’s Ulysses

sails through the ocean and reaches a mountain, but this is ‘not California or Peru’

(l. 148); it is Purgatory and the sea swallows his ship (ll. 153–154):

E Ulisse piombò nell’Inferno

dove ci resta tuttora…

And Ulysses plunged down into Hell,

Where he still is…

While these final sarcastic words are an appropriate epitaph for this foolish Ulysses,

Gozzano’s simple poem is keyed entirely to the same rhyme, which contributes to a

portrayal of Ulysses in a playful, childish light—far from what would be suitable to

a heroic Nietzschean model. By calling him King-of-Storms (‘Re-di-Tempeste’)

41 ‘e volse coi tardi compagni / cercando fortuna in America…’.
42 ‘Considerate, miei cari / compagni, la vostra semenza!’.
43 On the meaning of ‘folle volo’ in Dante, see Pagliaro, ‘Ulisse’ (n. 12, above), 426, n. 31.
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Gozzano makes clear from the beginning that his target is D’Annunzio:44 he re-

reads the same figure from an opposite perspective which de-mythologizes Ulysses’

adventures and ridicules D’Annunzio’s excesses. Moreover, this Ulysses is a

cheating husband in a poem structured around Gozzano’s dream about his possible

married life in the future. Hence Ulysses becomes not only the symbol of

D’Annunzio but also the symbol of the man Gozzano does not want to become:

Ulysses King-of-Storms likes fashionable cocottes45 while Gozzano likes quiet, sane
and down-to-earth women; Ulysses King-of-Storms abandons his wife, his son and

his father, while Gozzano likes to stay home and enjoys family life.46 Finally,

Gozzano’s Ulysses sails on another voyage, not for the ‘noble’ desire of knowledge

or even for a romantic Wanderlust but for money—the primary reason to sail again,

this time towards America, the dreamland for early twentieth-century Italian

emigrants.

In reaction to D’Annunzio’s Ulysses-Übermensch, Gozzano’s Ulysses is thus an

antihero: he is a failed middle-class man with some high society aspirations and no

money to fulfill them. This Ulysses becomes a foil for the new, down-to-earth ‘ideal

man’ praised by Gozzano: a family man with no desire to see the world but who is

very attached to his wife. The latter too becomes a new ‘ideal woman’: an un-

Homeric simple Penelope—similar in fact to the Penelope whom D’Annunzio

despised in Maia—who represents a middle class anchored to Christian values and

firmly opposed to any adventure in the unknown. In a way, then, Gozzano seems to

reject not only the Dannunzian Ulysses but the entire classical tradition built upon

this mythical hero. It is indeed the very idea of the voyage and of being ‘curious’

that is criticized: the heroic quest and the polytropia of the original are condemned

as recipes for disaster. The best life is one at home with family. The final reunion

between Ulysses and faithful Penelope is also part of the Ulysses myth, but this is

not the story that fascinated the father of Italian literature, Dante, and gave rise to

the long Italian ‘classical’ tradition of Ulysses’ last voyage. With his satire against

the ‘King-of-Storms’ Gozzano is therefore also ridiculing and turning down an

entire poetic tradition—the ‘laureate’ tradition which started with Dante and

spanned all the way to D’Annunzio. This attitude is in line with the ‘twilight poets’

like Gozzano who indeed rejected the high-sounding and more cultivated literary

tradition for a poetics celebrating toned-down and lower-middle-class realities.47

44 Ulysses as a polemical symbol for D’Annunzio and his ‘panic’ credos comes back again in another

poem by Gozzano (Domani, iv, in Poesie sparse).
45 It is well documented that on the trip to Greece D’Annunzio was more interested in women than

archeological sites; see Fiumi, ‘Il Retroscena di Laus Vitae’ (n. 30, above); Rhodes, The Poet as Superman
(n. 30, above), 55–56; Woodhouse, Gabriele D’Annunzio (n. 30, above), 132–137.
46 Indeed Gozzano often claims that he does not want to become like D’Annunzio; most famously in one

poem (L’altro, 9–12, in Poesie sparse) he thanks God because He made him ‘gozzano’, that is, a bit

idiotic (but genuine), while He could have made him ‘gabriel dannunziano’, which would have been far

worse. Interestingly, the original title of this poem was Prayer to the Good Lord Jesus So That He Not
Make Me ‘Dannunzian’ (Preghiera al Buon Gesù perché non mi faccia essere dannunziano, 1907).
47 Cf. also Longo, ‘L’ipotesi demitizzante di Gozzano’ (n. 40, above), 149–150, who connects this

demythicization of Ulysses to the other important theme of Gozzano and the ‘twilight poets’: the

impossibility of producing poetry. As there cannot be a heroic Ulysses, so there cannot be any new Homer

or Dante.
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While D’Annunzio used and distorted the classical and Dantesque myths of Ulysses

to suit his own ethical ideals but apparently with no intention of taking a stance

against the past literary tradition, Gozzano uses Ulysses’ last voyage as a

metaliterary myth by intentionally mocking D’Annunzio’s poetry. This new use of

Ulysses’ last voyage as a vehicle for meditating on poetics and a poet’s relation with

his literary past had already been inaugurated some years before by Pascoli in one of

the most famous rewritings of Dante’s myth.

2.4 Pascoli’s The Last Voyage (1904): Ulysses the Deluded Old Man

Giovanni Pascoli (1855–1912), a poet whose work was partly influenced by French

Symbolism, also had a strong classical education (like D’Annunzio). In particular,

he explicitly discussed his fascination with Homer in his treatise on poetics, The
Little Child (Il fanciullino, 1903), where Homer is praised as being the archetype of

the real poet, who like a child (‘fanciullino’) is able to be surprised by the little

things in life, enjoys the world around him and has the joy of describing it.48

In contrast to D’Annunzio’s superhuman Ulysses, Pascoli focuses on Ulysses’

human—all too human—weaknesses. These weaknesses are at the core of all three

poems Pascoli wrote about Ulysses: The Return, written in 1901 and published in

Odes and Hymns (1906), The Sleep of Odysseus and The Last Voyage, both

published in the Convivial Poems (1904), a collection of poems with classical (and

biblical) subject matter. While The Sleep of Odysseus and The Return are about

Ulysses’ failed or impossible return,49 The Last Voyage focuses on the eponymous

myth.50 In a note to the poem Pascoli declared that he tried to connect Odyssey
11.121–137 (i.e. Tiresias’ prophecy about the voyage of Ulysses to appease

Poseidon and then his death ‘coming from the sea’) with the myth narrated by Dante

and Tennyson. Pascoli actually translated Tennyson’s Ulysses and included it—

together with selections from Homer’s Odyssey and Dante’s Canto xxvi of the

Inferno—in a school anthology he edited (Sul limitare. Prose e poesie scelte per la

48 G. Pascoli, Il fanciullino, in Prose di Giovanni Pascoli, con una premessa di A. Vicinelli, vol. 1,

Pensieri di varia umanità, Milano 1956, 5–56, at 7–10. For an analysis of Pascoli’s ‘poetics of the child’,

see C. Salinari, ‘Il fanciullino’ in id., Miti e coscienza del decadentismo italiano (D’Annunzio, Pascoli,
Fogazzaro e Pirandello), Milano 1960, 107–183, and R. LaValva, The Eternal Child. The Poetry and
Poetics of Giovanni Pascoli, Chapel Hill 1999.
49 See below, § 4.
50 This famous poem has been widely studied. Among the most relevant studies (because of their

comparative approach) are Boitani, The Shadow of Ulysses (n. 1, above), 128–130; Messineo, Il viaggio di
Ulisse (n. 5, above), 43–46; Bertazzoli, ‘Ulisse in D’Annunzio e Pascoli’ (n. 28, above); Nava, ‘Il mito

vuoto’ (n. 17, above), 108–113; Gibellini, ‘L’impaziente Odisseo’ (n. 6, above), 501–503; A. Sole, ‘Il

momento pascoliano dell’Odissea’, in Ulisse nel tempo. La metafora infinita, ed. S. Nicosia, Venezia
2003, 517–543; Zampese, Ulisse: il ritorno e il viaggio (n. 5, above), 102–113; M. Truglio, Beyond the
Family Romance. The Legend of Pascoli, Toronto–Buffalo–London 2007, 65–71 (with a strong

psychoanalytical perspective); G. Cerri, ‘Pascoli e l’Ultimo viaggio di Ulisse’, in Omero Mediatico.
Aspetti della ricezione omerica nella civiltà contemporanea. Atti delle Giornate di Studio, Ravenna, 18–19
2006, ed. E. Cavallini, Bologna 2007, 15–31 (a very interesting and innovative interpretation of this poem
—see below footnotes 56–58). I quote Pascoli’s text according to the following edition: G. Pascoli,

L’Ultimo Viaggio. Introduzione, Testo e Commento, ed. E. Piras-Rüegg, Genève 1974.
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scuola italiana, Palermo 1900).51 In the second edition of the Convivial Poems
(1905) Pascoli also acknowledged Arturo Graf’s poem on the last voyage, even

though one can find barely a trace of the latter in Pascoli’s longer poem. Yet by

engaging with these past attempts of Ulysses’ ‘last voyages’ Pascoli went far

beyond what his predecessors had done.

The Last Voyage is divided into twenty-four ‘cantos’, a number that clearly shows

that the poem was conceived as a miniature Odyssey. The poem can be roughly

divided into two halves: cantos i–xii narrate the fulfillment of Tiresias’ prophecy

(the voyage to the place where people do not know about ships and seafaring), and

the nine years spent by Ulysses at Ithaca; cantos xiii–xxiv describe his last voyage.

Since his life at Ithaca is essentially just a long wait for death, Ulysses decides in the

tenth year to leave again with his companions as well as Phemius and Irus to re-

track his past adventures and test his memory; as he admits, in fact, he simply

cannot live just on memories (x, The Shell, 31: ‘life is sleep when it is already

lived’).

In depicting the last voyage of his Ulysses, Pascoli keeps his text extremely close

to the Homeric original.52 In many passages he quotes the Odyssey, translating it

line by line, but then adding a twist that frustrates the expectation of the readers who

until that point may have thought they were reading the original text of Homer. The

episode of the Cyclops is exemplary of Pascoli’s strategies.53 The cave of the

Cyclops is described in purely Homeric terms, as the juxtaposition of his text with

the Homeric original clearly shows:

E giunti presso, videro sul mare,

in una punta, l’antro, alto, coperto

di molto lauro, e v’era intorno il chiuso

di rozzi blocchi, e lunghi pini e quercie

altochiomanti.

(xviii, Goat Island, 46–50)

But when they arrived there, they saw near the sea,

On a headland, the cave, high and covered

With much laurel, and around there was a court

51 Selections from the Odyssey are at pp. 202–231. Tennyson’s Ulysses appears at pp. 399–400 and the

Ulysses episode of Inferno xxvi is at pp. 528–530 (the pages are those of the 2nd edition of this anthology,
which was the only one I could consult: Sul limitare. Prose e poesie per la scuola italiana scelte da
Giovanni Pascoli, 2a edizione accresciuta, Milano-Palermo-Napoli 1902). On Pascoli’s translation of

Tennyson’s Ulysses and on the influence of Tennyson on Pascoli, see P. R. Horne, ‘Pascoli, Tennyson,

and Gabriele Briganti’, The Modern Language Review 80 (1985), 833–844, esp. 835–838.
52 On Pascoli’s ‘philological’ and at the same time extremely innovative approach to the classical sources

in the Convivial Poems, see V. Citti, ‘La ricezione dell’antico nei Poemi conviviali’, in I poemi conviviali
di Giovanni Pascoli: atti del Convegno di studi di San Mauro Pascoli e Barga, 26–29 settembre 1996, ed.
M. Pazzaglia, Scandicci (Firenze) 1997, 99–131.
53 The episode is certainly one of the most refined and one on which Pascoli dwells more than others. It is

thus interesting to read in Pascoli, Il fanciullino (n. 48, above), 8, that Homer, the child-like poet,

‘preferred to linger with the Cyclops rather than with Calypso’ [translation by LaValva, The Eternal Child
(n. 48, above), 7]. Pascoli had translated the Cyclops episode of Odyssey 9 for the anthology Sul limitare
(at pp. 205–218).
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Of rugged stones and tall pines and oaks

With lofty foliage.

ἀλλ’ ὅτε δὴ τὸν χῶρον ἀφικόμεθ’ ἐγγὺς ἐόντα,
ἔνθα δ’ ἐπ’ ἐσχατιῇ σπέος εἴδομεν ἄγχι θαλάσσης,
ὑψηλόν, δάφνῃσι κατηρεφές· ἔνθα δὲ πολλὰ
μῆλ’, ὄϊές τε καὶ αἶγες, ἰαύεσκον· περὶ δ’ αὐλὴ
ὑψηλὴ δέδμητο κατωρυχέεσσι λίθοισι
μακρῇσίν τε πίτυσσιν ἰδὲ δρυσὶν ὑψικόμοισιν.
(Od. 9.181–186)

But when we arrived at the place, which was nearby,

There on a headland we saw the cave, near the sea,

High, covered with laurel; and in it were sleeping

Many flocks, sheep and goats alike; and around it a high court

Was built with stones set deep in the earth,

And tall pines and oaks with lofty foliage.

When they get inside the cave, Pascoli continues with the Homeric description:

Dentro e’ non era. Egli pasceva al monte

i pingui greggi. E i due meravigliando

vedean graticci pieni di formaggi,

e gremiti d’agnelli e di capretti

gli stabbi, e separati erano, ognuni

ne’ loro, i primaticci, i mezzanelli

e i serotini.

(xix, The Cyclops, 17–23)

He was not inside. He was on the mountain

Tending his fat flocks. The two of them54 with wonder

Saw crates full of cheeses,

And pens crowded with lambs and kids.

They had all been penned into separate

Groups, the firstlings, the middle ones,

And the newly born.

καρπαλίμως δ’ εἰς ἄντρον ἀφικόμεθ’, οὐδέ μιν ἔνδον
εὕρομεν, ἀλλ’ ἐνόμευε νομὸν κάτα πίονα μῆλα.
ἐλθόντες δ’ εἰς ἄντρον ἐθηεύμεσθα ἕκαστα·
ταρσοὶ μὲν τυρῶν βρῖθον στείνοντο δὲ σηκοὶ
ἀρνῶν ἠδ’ ἐρίφων· διακεκριμέναι δὲ ἕκασται
ἔρχατο, χωρὶς μὲν πρόγονοι, χωρὶς δὲ μέτασσαι,
χωρὶς δ’ αὖθ’ ἕρσαι.
(Od 9.216–222)

54 Ulysses and Irus.
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We swiftly went to the cave; we did not find him

Inside, but he was tending his fat flocks in the fields.

We entered the cave and admired everything there.

The crates were full of cheeses, and the pens were crowded

With lambs and kids. They had all been penned into separate

Groups, the firstlings by themselves, the middle ones by themselves,

The newly born again by themselves.

Just after these words the first of many unexpected twists occurs: instead of the huge

and cruel Polyphemus a woman arrives with a baby at her breast. She asks who they

are—much like Polyphemus in Homer—and kindly invites them to dinner—quite

unlike Polyphemus in Homer. Ulysses is very surprised and asks whether her

husband (whom Ulysses believes to be a now married Polyphemus) has learnt to

worship gods and justice (xix, The Cyclops, 31–36). She replies in a very Homeric

way by using two passages from Odyssey 9: the descriptions of the Cyclopean

society (Od. 9.114–115) and then the greeting that Polyphemus addresses to Ulysses

(Od. 9.252–255):

Ospite, ognuno alla sua casa è legge,

e della moglie e de’ suoi nati è re.

Ma noi non deprediamo altri: ben altri,

ch’errano in vano su le nere navi,

come ladroni, a noi pecore o capre

hanno predate. Altrui portando il male

rischian essi la vita.

(xix, The Cyclops, 38–44)

Guest, everyone in his house is the law,

He is king over his wife and his children.

But we do not steal from others; rather others,

Who wander at random on black ships,

As pirates do, have stolen sheep or goats from us.

Bringing evil to other people,

They risk their own life.

θεμιστεύει δὲ ἕκαστος
παίδων ἠδ’ ἀλόχων, οὐδ’ ἀλλήλων ἀλέγουσι.
[…]

ὦ ξεῖνοι, τίνες ἐστέ; πόθεν πλεῖθ’ ὑγρὰ κέλευθα;
ἤ τι κατὰ πρῆξιν ἦ μαψιδίως ἀλάλησθε
οἷά τε ληϊστῆρες ὑπεὶρ ἅλα, τοί τ’ ἀλόωνται
ψυχὰς παρθέμενοι, κακὸν ἀλλοδαποῖσι φέροντες;
(Od 9.114–115, 252–255)

And each one governs

His own children and wife, and they do not care about the others.

[…]

Strangers, who are you? From where do you sail over the watery paths?
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Is it on some business, or do you wander at random

At sea, as pirates do, who wander

And risk their own lives, bringing evil to other people?

Again there is an unexpected twist, though, as the translation of Homer is undercut

at the end with a very blunt (and true!) statement:

Ma voi siete

vecchi, e cercate un dono qui, non prede.

(xix, The Cyclops, 44–45)

But you are

Old, and you are seeking a gift here, not plunder.

The woman sees the truth that Ulysses cannot see: he is just an old man unable to

hurt anyone; he does not look like a hero, nor is he one.

The shepherd whistling comes back from the pasture (where Pascoli translates

Od. 9.233–236) and invites them to dinner ‘with winged words’ (xx, Glory, 11–12).
Ulysses is indeed puzzled and admits that he was expecting to see a savage giant,

huge like a high peak, with one big round eye. The shepherd says he has never heard

about giants, but then after some reflection he asks his wife whether perhaps this

mysterious giant might not be the one whom her father used to talk about: once

upon a time stones from the steep volcano on the island were raining into the sea

and the volcano had this huge round eye of fire on its top. Ulysses gets excited and

asks (xx, Glory, 43):

E l’occhio a lui chi trivellò notturno?

And who drilled his eye in the night?

Pascoli again twists the story and plays with the Homeric original, as the shepherd

replies (xx, Glory, 45):

Al monte? l’occhio? trivellò? Nessuno.

To the mountain? The eye? Drilled? Nobody.

Indeed no one (but not ‘Nobody’!) ever blinded the peak. There is nothing else

for Ulysses to enquire about: his glorious defeat of Polyphemus is only the product

of his own imagination.55

Ulysses experiences the final and ultimate disillusionment of his quest when he

goes in search of the Sirens’ ‘truth’. He asks his men not to bind him to the mast; he

wants to hear the ‘truth’ as a free man (xxi, Sirens, 40–47). The ship reaches the

rocks of the Sirens, but no singing can be heard. The ship dangerously approaches

some rocks that Ulysses in his self-deceiving mind thinks to be the Sirens whom he

does not hear yet because the island is still far away. The ship draws closer and

closer, but the Sirens are still silent. When Ulysses finally realizes that the end is

near as the ship is about to shipwreck on the rocks he asks a last question (xxiii,

Truth, 53–54):

55 Cf. also Sole, ‘Il momento pascoliano dell’Odissea’ (n. 50, above), 527–528.
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Solo mi resta un attimo. Vi prego!

Ditemi almeno chi sono io! chi ero!

I have only a moment left. I beg you!

Tell me at least who I am! Who I was!

Ulysses thus dies in the ultimate quest for his own identity, but he will never

receive an answer. This twentieth-century depiction of a failed quest for identity is

commented upon by Calypso who receives Ulysses’ body in a last embrace and

utters the final words of the entire poem (xxiv, Calypso, 52–53):56

Non esser mai! non esser mai! più nulla,

ma meno morte, che non esser più!

Never to be! Never to be! Nothing at all

But less a death than [to be born and then] to be no longer.

In Calypso’s words non-existence (‘non essere mai!’) is better than existence since

the latter implies death, which is a return to being nothing (‘non esser più’), and this

is more painful than anything else. Human life, qua mortal, is bad. It is just illusion

and self-deception without any hope for fulfilling our quests. It is indeed revealing

that such words are said by Calypso, who had once offered Ulysses immortality.57

Pascoli’s voyage is another failed voyage but far more pessimistic than those of

either Dante or Graf. Pascoli’s Ulysses is not satisfied with the peaceful life he has

in Ithaca; as the other Ulysseses before him he needs to go back to the sea. This

time, however, the perspective is totally changed. First this Ulysses leaves by

sneaking out, that is, without the grandiose departure depicted by Tennyson or Graf.

Whereas those previous Ulysseses hand over the royal power to Telemachus with a

powerful speech, Pascoli’s Ulysses is completely mute; he cannot speak to Penelope

about his ennui and his daydreaming (The Last Voyage, vi and vii) and leaves

without a word (The Last Voyage, viii). With Ulysses’ secret elopement Pascoli

seems to imply that his departure is not morally right: Ulysses is ‘betraying’ his

56 This last episode underwent changes in the various versions of the poem: see M. S. Mirto. ‘«Mi disse:

immortale / sarai, se rimani…». Calypso e Giovanni Pascoli’,Maia 60 (2008), 6–14, at 11–12. Of course,

one doubt arises: if all the adventures of Ulysses were self-illusion, now that Ulysses is dead, why is

Calypso there to receive his body? The immediate answer is that this is poetry, after all, and one should

not look for complete consistency. For another answer, see Cerri, ‘Pascoli e l’Ultimo viaggio di Ulisse’ (n.
50, above), 27–31, as discussed in the next footnote.
57 On the figure of Calypso in Pascoli, see L. Bellucci, ‘Chi è Calypso? (nota a L’ultimo viaggio di

Giovanni Pascoli)’, in ead., Semantica Pascoliana, Scandicci (Firenze) 1996, 153–165 (who interprets

Calypso as the symbol of oblivion, the only way for Ulysses to reach happiness) and Mirto, ‘Calypso e

Giovanni Pascoli’ (n. 56, above). Cerri, ‘Pascoli e l’Ultimo viaggio di Ulisse’ (n. 50, above), 27–31, gives
a totally different interpretation of the end: Ulysses is not dead but the entire ‘last voyage’ has been a

dream and the embrace of Calypso is instead the embrace of the old Penelope, who is sleeping next to

Ulysses. The hero can only dream in order to believe in his past adventures. According to Cerri, such an

interpretation would be suggested by The Return (see below, § 4), which closes with a chorus of old men

who invite the old Ulysses to stay in Ithaca even if he cannot recognize it any longer and to spend his time

dreaming about his past adventures. From this perspective The Last Voyage would retell one of these

dreams. I find Cerri’s interpretation extremely interesting and this is why I mention it here. Whichever of

the two readings one chooses, the fundamental point of The Last Voyage remains the same: Pascoli’s

Ulysses is in search of his own past and of himself, a quest that will result in a failure except in a dream.
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family and his own responsibilities as an adult man. Dante’s Ulysses also betrayed

his family, of course, but his thirst for knowledge and virtue justified his behavior

(at least in Dante’s ‘humanistic’ interpretation). More importantly, Pascoli’s

Ulysses embarks on his quest not to search for new knowledge (as in Dante) or new

worlds (as in Graf) but to recover his own past and memories. He moves backwards
rather than forwards, as he wants to see whether his heroic past ever actually

existed. Eventually his quest for his past becomes even more damning when he

discovers that his past was illusory—merely a series of deceptions perpetrated by

his own mind. Nothing of what he remembers is true. Ulysses’ adventures are the

daydreams of an old man; Ulysses is not a hero, and probably has never been.

Although all the adventures of Ulysses are recalled in his journey backwards,

Pascoli emphasizes three main episodes: Circe, the Cyclops and the Sirens. Circe

symbolizes Ulysses’ search for ‘love’. The victory over the Cyclops is the search for

‘glory’, which as a hero Ulysses must achieve for his name to survive. The Sirens

are the promise of ‘truth’. None of these quests is fulfilled. Circe does not exist:

Ulysses has arrived at the right island (he can recognize many places there), but

there is no trace of Circe or her palace.58 Polyphemus is a polite shepherd with a

nice wife; the huge giant is just the volcano on the island—and there is no memory

of any heroic deed by Ulysses against the Cyclops. The Sirens do not sing and

Ulysses’ ship crashes against the rocks that he mistakes for the Sirens. Ulysses’

quest for love (Circe), glory (Polyphemus) and truth (Sirens) is thus unsuccessful,

and the last question he asks the Sirens is only about himself: ‘Tell me at least who I

am, who I was’, a question which will remain unanswered. This failed quest of self-

identity has nothing to do with the Homeric or Dantesque worldviews but reflects a

set of questions typical of the twentieth century with its crisis of individual

identities.

Pascoli’s Ulysses lives on his youthful memories; only those ‘heroic’ memories

make his life worth living. The present is shallow and uneventful; life was only in

the past—one which the old Ulysses wants to recapture by going back to the

voyages of his youth until he discovers that even those memories are false. From a

metapoetic perspective The Last Voyage can also be seen as a meditation on the

impossibility of recapturing a poetic tradition and giving it new life. Indeed,

discussing his poetics in The Little Child, Pascoli is acutely aware of the dangers of

literary tradition when not infused by ‘real poetry’, i.e. the spontaneous and simple

attitude of the poet-child. For instance, he claims that ‘a poet comes out with a sweet

song. For a century, or thereabouts, a thousand others repeat it, adorning it and

spoiling it; until it becomes a bore’59 and ‘like our literature in general, our poetry in

particular has had before itself a number of models. We have mirrored our style on

Latin art, as the Latins had done with the Greeks. This fact may have helped to give

solidity and majesty to our writings; but, insofar as poetry is concerned, it has

58 Phemius dies on the island. For a ‘metapoetic’ interpretation of the death of Phemius as the death of

epos faced with ‘stark’ reality, see Cerri, ‘Pascoli e l’Ultimo viaggio di Ulisse’ (n. 50, above), 23. On
Phemius in Pascoli, cf. also below, § 3.3.
59 Pascoli, Il fanciullino (n. 48, above), 36 [translation by LaValva, The Eternal Child (n. 48, above), 49].
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suffocated it. Poetry is not made with books’.60 From this perspective Ulysses—a

symbol for poetic inspiration based on the past literary tradition—is old and

ineffective because it has been re-used too many times to still be a viable

inspiration. Ulysses’ memories, which are the content of poetry, are lost and cannot

be revived, nor even tested any longer. Perhaps they never even existed—poetry and

myth were an illusion from the beginning. If so, Calypso also seals their death with

her final words: poetry and myth cannot be revived and are impossible to produce

now, as going back to the over-used literary and mythical tradition of the past is

deemed to be a failed quest.61

3 Beyond Dante’s Myth: A New Beginning

In the almost contemporary rewritings of Graf, D’Annunzio, Gozzano and Pascoli,

Dante’s model was manipulated to fit different and opposing interpretations until it

reached its limits. Once Pascoli and Gozzano have denied the paradigm of the

hero’s quest there seems to be no way back to a heroic Ulysses on a last voyage.

Moreover, after Pascoli’s extreme nihilism, the very ideas of a last voyage, of a

wandering Ulysses and, ultimately, of a poetic tradition built on these myths are all

called into question. The later reworkings of Ulysses’ last voyage seem in fact to be

influenced by what Bloom defines as the ‘anxiety of influence’. ‘Father’ Dante is

still present, of course, but now is more openly challenged. This happens in two

distinct ways. One possibility is for Ulysses to still embark on a last voyage, which

is however not a ‘heroic’ yet human quest; rather, it becomes a philosophical if not

religious journey—a solution anticipated by Pascoli but now fully exploited by

Dallapiccola. In this way the Dantesque myth is deeply changed—in fact, it is

overturned—and the last voyage becomes a way to meet the God who in Dante

abruptly ended it. The other of the two solutions is more radical: the utter refusal of

taking up the last voyage, which amounts to a refusal of Dante’s loaded inheritance.

Yet, aside from these Bloomian and Freudian perspectives, both solutions point to a

development of the last voyage myth beyond the crisis of the fin de siècle and early

decades of the twentieth century. Indeed all the works where the last voyage is

‘solved’ belong to the post-WWI period.

3.1 Dallapiccola’s Ulisse (1968): Ulysses the Wondering Nobody

The composer Luigi Dallapiccola (1904–1975) worked on his Ulisse over a

relatively long period of time (1956–1968). The opera was first performed in Berlin

and is considered his masterpiece. Dallapiccola wrote his own libretto, as was

60 Pascoli, Il fanciullino (n. 48, above), 39 [translation by LaValva, The Eternal Child (n. 48, above), 53].
61 Cf. Bertazzoli, ‘Ulisse in D’Annunzio e Pascoli’ (n. 28, above), 708–710; Nava, ‘Il mito vuoto’ (n. 17,

above), 112–113.
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typical of him, and told the story behind his Ulisse in a lecture he gave at the

University of Michigan in 1967.62

Dallapiccola knew Homer well (he studied Greek in school and his father was a

teacher of Latin and Greek), and there were many episodes in his life that led him

towards Ulysses. First and foremost was the film he saw with his father in 1912

when he was only eight: The Odyssey directed by Giuseppe de Liguoro, a silent film

version of the Odyssey that made a strong impression on him.63 Another key

moment was between 1941 and 1942 when he worked on a ‘musical translation’ of

Monteverdi’s Il ritorno in patria di Ulisse for the Florentine Maggio musicale (that
is, opera season) of 1942.64 When Dallapiccola started working on his own opera in

the late 1950s, he capitalized on all his past cultural experiences: Homer, Dante and

Monteverdi as well as Cavafy, Tennyson, Machado, Hölderlin, Joyce and

Aeschylus. All these authors are present in the libretto with more or less open

quotations.65

This is a sophisticated opera where pairs of characters are played by the same

singer66 and various episodes are combined in a rather complex structure.67 The

prologue opens with the abandoned Calypso reflecting on the reasons that led

Ulysses to reject immortality. This scene is followed by the meeting of Ulysses with

Nausicaa. The first act takes place at Alcinous’ palace where Ulysses tells of his

adventures, compelled by Demodocus’ songs as in the original Odyssey. Dallapic-
cola focuses on three adventures: the Lotus-eaters, Circe and the Underworld, even

if he also mentions the others. At the center of the opera, as in the Odyssey, there is
the visit to the Underworld and the prophecy of Tiresias, who in this version tells

Ulysses that he sees him ‘wandering on the sea; your hair is white, white like the

sea’. In the second act, set in Ithaca, Ulysses meets Eumeus and is not recognized by

Telemachus. During the party in his palace organized by the Suitors Ulysses strings

his bow and kills them all, starting with Melantho. The final meeting with Penelope

62 L. Dallapiccola, ‘Birth of a Libretto’ [1967] in Dallapiccola on Opera. Selected Writings of Luigi
Dallapiccola. Volume One. Translated and Edited by R. Shackelford, Foreword by A. Doráti, Exeter 1987,
232–262. On this opera, see also A. Collisani, ‘Le molte anime dell’Ulisse di Dallapiccola’, in Ulisse nel
tempo. La metafora infinita, ed. S. Nicosia, Venezia 2003, 333–346, and (more on the musical side) R.

Fearn, Italian Opera Since 1945, Amsterdam 1997, 111–121, as well as the articles by R. Illiano-L. Sala,

R. Pezzati, M. Ruffini and I. Stoianova, in Luigi Dallapiccola nel suo secolo: atti del Convegno
internazionale, Firenze, 10–12 dicembre 2004, ed. F. Nicolodi, Firenze 2007. On Dallapiccola’s

relationship with the Greeks and Greek literature, see F. Serpa, ‘Dallapiccola e i Greci’ also in Nicolodi

2007, 51–58. I quote Dallapiccola’s libretto according to the following edition: L. Dallapiccola, Ulisse:
opéra en un prologue et deux actes [sound recording and libretto], Naı̈ve 2003.
63 See Dallapiccola, ‘Birth of a Libretto’ (n. 62, above), 234–236.
64 See L. Dallapiccola, ‘Monteverdi’s Il Ritorno di Ulisse in Patria. Notes on a Practical Edition’ [1942]

in Dallapiccola on Opera. Selected Writings of Luigi Dallapiccola. Volume One. Translated and Edited by

R. Shackelford, Foreword by A. Doráti, Exeter 1987, 215–231.
65 See Dallapiccola, ‘Birth of a Libretto’ (n. 62, above), 259–262.
66 In particular three couples are noticeable: Calypso and Penelope; Circe and Melantho; Demodocus and

Tiresias. For a description of the complex structure of the opera as well as of the characters, see

Dallapiccola, ‘Birth of a Libretto’ (n. 62, above), 247–258.
67 Dallapiccola himself illustrated the structure of this opera with a drawing; see Dallapiccola, ‘Birth of a

Libretto’ (n. 62, above), 255.
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is just a musical intermezzo. The epilogue has Ulysses alone on the sea ‘on the last

voyage’, still looking for answers.

Even though Dallapiccola follows rather faithfully the story of the Odyssey,
Dante’s Ulysses is the basis of his interpretation. As he himself wrote:

I told him [i.e. Léonide Massine who asked him to write a ballet based on the

Odyssey] then very firmly that a Ulysses who hadn’t been filtered through

Dante’s thought would be inconceivable for an Italian today. I added that I

wouldn’t permit the work to conclude with a triumph in the royal palace,... but

rather I should want Ulysses to be alone in the final scene, fleeing towards the

ocean.68

The ballet project with Léonide Massine never came to fruition. However, the end

that Dallapiccola was envisaging for such a ballet indeed took place in his opera.

In Dallapiccola’s interpretation Ulysses is again a hero who is in a perpetual

search for knowledge and does not want to settle. This is clear from the prologue

when Calypso says:

‘Guardare, meravigliarsi, e tornar a guardare’.

Compresi. Era menzogna la nostalgia del figlio,

della patria, del vecchio padre, della tua sposa:

era menzogna il pianto che ti scendea dal ciglio

rigandoti le guance e le vesti. Altra cosa

cercavi e tal che mai mi riuscı̀ penetrare.

‘Guardare, meravigliarsi, e tornar a guardare’.

[…]

‘Guardare, meravigliarsi, e tornar a guardare’.

Son soli, un’altra volta, il tuo cuore e il mare.

‘To look, to wonder, and to look again’.

I understood. They were all lies: your nostalgia for your son,

For your homeland, for your old father, for your wife.

The tears from your eyes that

Wetted your cheeks and your clothes were lies. You were

Seeking another thing, which I had never been able to understand.

‘To look, to wonder, and to look again’.

[…]

‘To look, to wonder, and to look again’.

Your heart and the sea are once again alone.

The refrain ‘To look, to wonder, and to look again’ accompanies Dallapiccola’s

Ulysses throughout the opera.69 The ability ‘to look and to wonder’ is thus almost a

staple of this Ulysses, which goes back to both Homer and Dante. Yet aside from his

68 Dallapiccola, ‘Monteverdi’s Il Ritorno di Ulisse in Patria’ (n. 64, above), 220.
69 For example, these words are repeated again by Circe when Ulysses wants to leave her. In this episode

(Act 1, scene iii) Circe also foretells Ulysses’ future even before Tiresias: ‘At Ithaca in vain your

tormented heart will look for peace, again it will send you on the vast sea…again, again…until the last

day’.
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desire for knowing the outside world, Dallapiccola’s Ulysses is deeply troubled by a

desire to ‘know himself’ and swings between self-trust (when he calls himself

‘Ulysses’) and the doubts about his own identity (when he calls himself ‘Nobody’ or

is called such by others). For example, in the palace of Alcinous (Act 1, scene i) he

first introduces himself as Ulysses, but then when the chorus celebrates him as a

hero he asks himself: ‘But maybe I am…Nobody?’. Even in the halls of his own

palace at Ithaca Ulysses is victim of an identity crisis. When Antinous sees him

dressed like a beggar and calls him ‘a Nobody’, it sparks Ulysses’ inner thought

(Act 2, scene ii): ‘Nobody. Into such a shame I reduced myself. The hero Ulysses,

King of Ithaca: Nobody’. For Dallapiccola, Ulysses’ doubts about his own identity

are the result of Poseidon’s vengeance—a divine punishment more suitable to a

twentieth-century antihero than to a mythical character roaming the sea as in the

Odyssey or in Dante’s Inferno. Indeed Dallapiccola—for whom a constant theme in

his own work is the struggle of man against a force much stronger than he is, as he

himself recognized70—emphasizes that his Ulysses is not a Homeric hero but a

contemporary hero struggling with a very modern angst about self-identity.71 From

this perspective, then, this Ulysses is very close to Pascoli’s Ulysses in his search for

‘who he is’. In fact, in the Hades episode (Act 1, scene iv), the centerpiece of the

opera, Dallapiccola’s Ulysses also asks himself the same question that Pascoli’s

Ulysses had asked the Sirens: ‘Who am I? What am I searching for?’

After killing the Suitors Dallapiccola’s Ulysses is free from self-doubt—but not

from his Dantesque ‘quest’ for knowledge and desire to be at sea. However, the end

of the story is now different: this Ulysses does not shipwreck like in the previous

last voyages (with the exception of D’Annunzio’s) but on the contrary he reaches

his goal. In the final scene Ulysses is alone on a small boat under a starry sky

(Epilogue):

Un uomo sono, un uomo che ha guardato

il mondo nelle foggie più diverse

[…].

Quanto

e cosa appresi? Fole.

[…]

soffrii pene infinite

intorno a me cercando

quanto mi manca: la Parola, il Nome.

Trovar potessi il nome, pronunciar la parola

che chiarisca a me stesso cosı̀ ansioso cercare;

che giustifichi questa mia vita, il lungo errare,

che rassereni l’ora che rapida s’invola.

Guardare, meravigliarsi, e tornar a guardare.

Ancora: tormentarmi per comprendere il vero.

Se una voce rompesse il silenzio, il mistero…

70 See Dallapiccola, ‘Birth of a Libretto’ (n. 62, above), 239.
71 On Dallapiccola’s conception of Ulysses, see Dallapiccola, ‘Birth of a Libretto’ (n. 62, above), 240–

245.
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Signore!

Non più soli sono il mio cuore e il mare.

I am a man, a man who has seen

The world in all its very different aspects

[…].

How much

And what did I learn? Lies.

[…]

I suffered infinite toils

Looking around me for

What I am missing: the Word, the Name.

If only I could find the name, say the word

Which could clarify to myself this anxious search;

Which could justify my life, my endless wandering,

Which could brighten my time that swiftly flies away.

To look, to wonder, and to look again.

Once more: tormenting myself in order to understand the truth.

If a voice could break the silence, the mystery …

Lord!

My heart and the sea are not alone any longer.

The last line of the opera ‘My heart and the sea are not alone any longer’ rephrases

the words that Calypso had pronounced in the prologue, ‘Your heart and the sea are

once again alone’, and which were a quotation from Machado.72 These last words,

rephrasing Calypso, encapsulate the ‘happy end’ of Dallapiccola’s opera: Ulysses

finally has found what he has for so long been looking for: the ‘Word’73 of the same

God that centuries before had closed the sea upon him and his companions (Inf. xxvi
141–142). Whether this is a Christian Ulysses or a Ulysses who has just had the

‘intuition’ that there is a divine being74 does not matter. For the first and only time

in the Italian tradition Ulysses has reached the end of his quests. Perhaps this

‘Word’ is the same ‘Truth’ that Pascoli’s Ulysses was looking for from the Sirens in

their silence.

Dallapiccola’s Ulysses has been able to go ‘beyond’ Dante’s version of the

myth75 (as well as the more contemporary rewritings) and to be successful in his

quest. His mantra ‘To look, to wonder, and to look again’ finally has made Ulysses

see salvation while off on his new sea journey. This mystical if not religious

solution can also be read from a metapoetic perspective. Dallapiccola seems to be

replying to Pascoli’s pessimism: poetic tradition is still vital and can indeed produce

72 From the poem Señor, ya me arrancaste in Campos de Castilla (1917).
73 ‘In the theological meaning of the term’, as Dallapiccola himself clarifies in Dallapiccola, ‘Birth of a

Libretto’ (n. 62, above), 244.
74 Cf. Collisani, ‘Le molte anime dell’Ulisse di Dallapiccola’ (n. 62, above), 342 and n. 51.
75 Cf. Dallapiccola, ‘Birth of a Libretto’ (n. 62, above), 246: ‘after bringing him in sight of the mountain

of Purgatory, after bringing him to the threshold of the discovery of God, Dante has him drown. Nor could

the poet go any further. For him, as for the men of his epoch, only those redeemed by Christ or touched by

Grace could rise into the light’.
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new poetry and reach new artistic results as long as one keeps the ability to wonder

and be amazed while looking deeply into it. The poetic quest is therefore not

necessarily doomed to failure; one can revisit the past tradition and go beyond it—

sometimes perhaps even with surprising solutions. Indeed it is as if the very poetic

tradition founded by Homer and Dante, together with the other quotations from

other poets of other periods and origins, becomes a privileged way for Dallapiccola

to express these most personal themes.

Dallapiccola’s optimistic solution remains an isolated instance, however. The

other two modern authors who try to ‘solve’ the last voyage problem opt for a

radical choice: the refusal of a last voyage, i.e. the refusal of an entire literary

tradition. This seems to them to be the best way to save the new modern Ulysses

from ultimate failure. Yet this solution takes two very different shapes in the two

authors who use it: Savinio and Malerba.

3.2 Savinio’s Captain Ulysses (1934): Ulysses the (Über)Intelligent

Alberto Savinio (his true name was Andrea Francesco Alberto de Chirico, 1891–

1952) was an Italian writer, painter and composer,76 brother of the famous painter

Giorgio de Chirico. In Savinio’s work the classical influx is strong due in part to the

fact that he spent his childhood in Greece. Most of his writings are full of

mythological characters and classical references, often treated with an ironical and

deprecatory vein, especially in his theatrical pieces.77

The play Captain Ulysses (Capitano Ulisse) was written for Pirandello’s Teatro

d’Arte in 1925 but staged only in 1938 with little success. The play has three acts

and—following Pirandello’s style—Savinio’s script calls for a Spectator to interact

with the characters.78 In the first act Ulysses (‘similar to a character of Jules

Verne’79) abandons Circe, who has introduced him to her luxurious, ‘Dannunzian’

lifestyle, because in her he can only see the object of his desire: Penelope. In the

second act after having enjoyed the maternal attentions of Calypso Ulysses leaves

76 An introduction in English on Savinio and his multifaceted activity is P. Baldacci, G. Roos, and P.

Vivarelli, Alberto Savinio: Musician, Writer and Painter, New York 1995.
77 For example, Emma B., Widow Jocasta (Emma B., vedova Giocasta, 1949), Samuel’s Alcestis (Alcesti
di Samuele, 1949) and Orpheus, Widower (Orfeo vedovo, 1950). On Savinio’s classicism, see B. Zandrino,

‘L’eclisse del divino: il teatro di Alberto Savinio’, in La letteratura in scena: il teatro del Novecento, ed.
G. Bàrberi Squarotti, Torino 1985, 207–219, and C. Benussi, ‘Il mito classico nel riuso novecentesco:

Marinetti, Savinio, Bontempelli, Gadda, Calvino’, in Il mito nella letteratura italiana del ‘900, ed. P.
Gibellini, Humanitas 54 (1999), 554–577, at 557–565.
78 On this play, see Boitani, The Shadow of Ulysses (n. 1, above), 139–141; S. Zampieri, Review of A.

Savinio, Capitano Ulisse, a cura di A. Tinterri, Milano 1989, Belfagor 44 (1989), 604–606; M. Sacco

Messineo, ‘Le maschere del mito: «Capitan Ulisse» di Savinio’, in Ulisse nel tempo. La metafora infinita,
ed. S. Nicosia, Venezia 2003, 545–562; A. Usai, Il mito nell'opera letteraria e pittorica di Alberto Savinio,
Roma 2005, 71–84 (with a focus on the stage setting and the ‘Pirandellian’ tone of the play). I quote

Savinio’s text according to the following edition: A. Savinio, Capitano Ulisse, a cura di A. Tinterri, terza
edizione, Milano 2003.
79 Savinio, Capitano Ulisse (n. 78, above), 43.
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again in search of his true love, Penelope, and because Calypso is only ‘but the

exact replica of Circe’80:

‘Chi sei? Non sei Circe forse? […] Che importa il nome? Eguali, eguali tutte!

…Non solo tu, non solo Circe, ma tutte, tutte le donne; […] Lei sola!…Lei! …

E tu hai osato insinuarti nel mio sogno!…Ladra!’ [Savinio, Capitano Ulisse,
91–92].

‘Who are you? You’re not Circe, are you? […] Who cares about names?

Identical, all identical! …Not only you, not only Circe, but all, all women.

[…] Only her!…Her!…And you dared to sneak into my dream!…You thief!’

Finally in the third act Ulysses reaches Ithaca, but unlike in the traditional story

Ulysses does not recognize Penelope and rejects her because this Penelope is a

‘perfect replica of Circe and Calypso’81 and therefore is not the woman of whom he

has always dreamt:

‘Sempre tu!…che piombi sul margine della mia felicità…che stronchi il mio

destino…Via! via! via! […] Quale attesa? … Mi hai perseguitato dappertutto,

hai ostacolato il mio cammino… […] Ti sei frapposta …per non lasciarmi

ritrovare Penelope! […] No! No!… Via! Intrusa! Usurpatrice! […] L’hai

uccisa! Me l’hai strappata dal cervello!’ [Savinio, Capitano Ulisse, 121]

‘Always you!…you who fall upon the fringe of my happiness…you who crush

my destiny…go away! Go away! […] Waiting for me?… You have haunted

me everywhere, you have hampered my way… […] You have interposed

yourself …so that I could not find Penelope! […] No, no! … Go away, you

intruder! You usurper! […] You have killed her! You have torn her off from

my brain!’

Penelope in fact is not the loving and faithful wife of the original myth, the unique

woman with whom Ulysses had that special connection. That Penelope is dead82

and has been substituted by a bourgeois lady concerned only with ‘order and

decorum’ within her mediocre and trivial daily life.

When Minerva invites Ulysses to embark on the last voyage to reach his greatest

happiness, Ulysses pretends to follow her advice. Yet he eventually reappears

onstage dressed not as a captain but as a civilian, a middle-class man, with a coat, a

hat and a walking stick. He has decided not to embark on the last voyage. Penelope

and Minerva appear from off-stage and call his name. Ulysses pretends not to notice

them and leaves the theater together with the Spectator.

The preface written by Savinio for the first printed edition of Captain Ulysses
(1934) is extremely important for understanding the play. The title is revealing: The

80 Savinio, Capitano Ulisse (n. 78, above), 85.
81 Savinio, Capitano Ulisse (n. 78, above), 119. Interestingly, the same equation of Penelope with Circe

and Calypso recurs in the film Ulysses (1954) by Mario Camerini, starring Kirk Douglas as Ulysses. The

same actress, Silvana Mangano, plays the three female roles—in fact, in the film the character of Calypso

is absent, but is conflated with Circe, who offers immortality to Ulysses (as Calypso does in Od. 5.135–
136, 203–210); cf. J. Solomon, The Ancient World in the Cinema, New Haven 2001, 109–110.
82 Savinio, Capitano Ulisse (n. 78, above), 124.
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Truth About the Last Voyage (La verità sull’ultimo viaggio).83 According to Savinio,

what has hurt Ulysses’ reputation is his qualification as ‘hero’. Yet—he claims

—‘hero’ and ‘Ulysses’ together represent an antinomy since Ulysses lacks the

essential characteristics of heroes: the ‘intelligence of a cow’ and the lack of vision

(‘daltonismo prospettico’).84 Rather, Ulysses is the purely intelligent man—a

quality that is antithetical to heroism. Ulysses has tried everything, has done

everything and has lived many lives except his own: this is why he is not happy. To

finally be happy Ulysses needs to put an end to his journeys.85 Ulysses himself

laments to Savinio of his awful, eternal condemnation to the ‘last voyage’:

‘E quasi non bastasse—mi confidò una volta Ulisse—questo trucco dell’ultimo
viaggio me lo vollero abbellire, inzuccherare. Me lo chiamarono il folle volo!

[…] Che ingenuità! che mancanza di riguardo! Eppure, Dante lo credevo una

persona seria… […] Forse per questo appunto. Gli uomini seri sono stati i

miei peggiori nemici’ [Savinio, La verità sull’ultimo viaggio, 22]

‘And as if it were not enough—Ulysses once told me—they wanted to

embellish, sweeten this trick of the last voyage for me. They called it the mad

flight! […] What a stupid thing! What lack of respect! And I thought that

Dante was a serious guy… […] But perhaps this is why: serious men have

been my worst enemies’.

This Ulysses calls the last voyage a ‘trick’ that has entangled him for centuries. The

problem—Savinio seems to suggest—is the ‘seriousness’ with which his story has

been taken. Since Dante the character of Ulysses has been loaded with ‘serious’

meaning: he was made into an ethical symbol of how humans should live—pursuing

‘virtue and knowledge’ according to Dante. Yet later on, with Graf and

D’Annunzio, this ‘serious’ Ulysses started running after a pointless Wanderlust
and dubious ‘heroic’ deeds—becoming a grotesque copy of Dante’s original. This

‘serious’ poetic tradition is thus seen as a cage from which Ulysses now needs to

escape.

In Savinio’s play Ulysses finally obtains his freedom. The first step is to get rid of

all the women who have ruined his life: the decadent Circe, the ‘maternal yogurt-

smelling Calypso’,86 the suspicious and bourgeois Penelope, whom Ulysses has

nicknamed ‘urinal’—thus associating ‘the most domestic furnishing with the most

domestic woman’87—and finally Minerva, a spinster goddess constantly flirting

with him. Then Ulysses has to break free from his obsession with the last voyage.

83 A. Savinio, La verità sull’ultimo viaggio, in id., Capitano Ulisse, a cura di A. Tinterri, terza edizione,
Milano 2003, 9–30.
84 Savinio, La verità sull’ultimo viaggio (n. 83, above), 11.
85 It is thus interesting to read Savinio’s comments on Homer’s Ulysses in an article on Monteverdi’s

Ritorno in Patria di Ulisse: Homer’s Ulysses is an ‘Ibsenian character’ who, ‘in order to die as he

preferred, would have to wait for Dante to make him cross the Pillars of Hercules and be engulfed by a

whirlwind in view of the mountain of Purgatory’. I quote from Dallapiccola, ‘Monteverdi’s Il Ritorno di
Ulisse in Patria’ (n. 64, above), 219–220.
86 Savinio, La verità sull’ultimo viaggio (n. 83, above), 24–25.
87 Savinio, La verità sull’ultimo viaggio (n. 83, above), 26.
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He will not go on a last voyage but will just start his life alone, free from desires and

free from quests.88 He is a new, self-made, self-sufficient man:

‘Dieci anni interi ho corso ciecamente dietro un mio destino terrestre. Fidavo

in una donna, in una casa […] Fallito il mio primo destino, un altro subito mi

venne offerto, più alto e promettente: la morte memorabile!… E con ciò? …

Siamo troppo astuti ormai, perché simili soluzioni ci possano contentare. […]

La sede precisa del mio destino, io, alla fine, l’ho scoperta: il destino noi ce lo

portiamo qui, con noi, tra il panciotto e la camicia’ [Savinio, Capitano Ulisse,
130]

‘For ten full years I have run blindly after my earthly destiny. I trusted in a

woman, in a house […] After my first destiny fell through I was offered

another one right away, higher and more promising: the ‘unforgettable death’!

… So what?…We are too smart now to be content with such solutions. […] At

the end, I have discovered where my destiny lies: we carry our own destiny

right here with us between the waistcoat and the shirt’.

Savinio’s Ulysses does not need women and adventures to fulfill his destiny. He has

now become an independent, self-sufficient individual who does not need anyone

else: an Übermensch.89 Certainly Savinio was influenced by Nietzsche, but his

Ulysses is very different from that of D’Annunzio. He is not D’Annunzio’s restless

captain who only wants to sail and not to live but rather a new kind of superman: the

‘über-intelligent’ man who does not fall prey to his own intelligence and who does

want to live.90 For the first time this hero has been able to renounce his last voyage

as well as his settled and secure life at Ithaca—thus breaking free from a literary

tradition that according to Savinio has consistently misinterpreted and imprisoned

him. Savinio’s reworking of the Ulysses myth can also be seen as a metaliterary

metaphor. He seems to invoke artistic freedom or at least a playful relationship with

the past literary tradition: one cannot take it too seriously; otherwise, a literary

ancestry can be quite suffocating. Writers should have the courage to disrespect the

past and play with it if they really want to be original and free—indeed a practice

which Savinio strove to pursue throughout his intellectual career with his many

parodies of classical mythology and his surrealistic writings.

3.3 Malerba’s Ithaca Forever (1997): Ulysses the Settled Writer

One of the most recent Italian reworkings of Ulysses gives a different solution to the

‘last voyage problem’. In his 1997 novel Ithaca Forever (Itaca per sempre), the

88 Zampieri, Review of A. Savinio, Capitano Ulisse (n. 78, above), 604, defines the play as a ‘tragedy of

desire’.
89 Zampieri, Review of A. Savinio, Capitano Ulisse (n. 78, above), interprets the play as

autobiographical: Ulysses-Savinio is the cosmopolitan Greek who reaches his individualistic freedom

by overcoming middle-class egalitarianism.
90 Savinio, La verità sull’ultimo viaggio (n. 83, above), 20. Also Savinio’s ‘Dannunzian’ Circe is clearly

polemical against D’Annunzio and his ideals. Cf. Sacco Messineo, ‘Le maschere del mito’ (n. 78, above),

549, and Usai, Il mito nell'opera letteraria e pittorica di Alberto Savinio (n. 78, above), 76–77.
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novelist, screenwriter and journalist Luigi Malerba (whose real name was Luigi

Bonardi, 1927–2008) goes back to the model of Christa Wolf’s Medea (1996) by

having a two-narrator story where the thoughts of Ulysses and those of Penelope

alternate.91 The novel starts when Ulysses has finally reached Ithaca and goes on to

depict Ulysses’ fight with the Suitors and the final recognition by Penelope.

The new element that Malerba introduces is that Penelope has recognized

Ulysses from the very beginning but pretends otherwise because she wants to

retaliate against her husband’s suspiciousness and lack of trust.92 The novel

becomes a description of a cat-and-mouse game between Penelope and Ulysses.

Eventually Penelope accepts him not because she is certain of his identity—after so

many doubts and reciprocal tests she has lost her initial certainty that this man is

indeed Ulysses—but because she has decided to recognize him as her husband so

that she can put an end to her loneliness:

Penelope: ‘Che cosa mi importa a questo punto se qualcuno dubita che sia il

vero Ulisse? Io l’ho riconosciuto come Ulisse al primo incontro […] e io non

voglio sapere altro perché questo mi salva dalla disperata solitudine’ [Malerba,

Itaca per sempre, 169]

Penelope: ‘What do I care at this point if someone doubts that he is the real

Ulysses? I have recognized him as Ulysses at the first meeting […] and I do

not want to know anything else because this saves me from my desperate

loneliness’.

Their life together begins again. Ulysses and Terpiades (that is, Phemius, called here

by his patronymic, as in Od. 22.330) work together to write Ulysses’ stories in two

poems, one about the Trojan War and one about Ulysses’ adventures.

One day Ulysses announces to Penelope that he needs to leave for a day to

retrieve the gifts of the Phaeacians that he stored in a cave upon his first arrival at

Ithaca. When he looks toward the sea upon reaching the cave and sees a ship, the

desire to travel suddenly comes back. He feels that it would be enough to raise one

of the Phaeacians’ golden cups and the sailors would take him on the ship as a

companion. The ship comes closer to the shore since Ulysses has indeed raised his

arm with a golden cup. They then invite him to join them:

Ulisse: ‘Salirò su quella nave? Cosa mi dice il mio cuore di marinaio? Chiudo

gli occhi per non vedere la nave che si avvicina. No, amici marinai, non verrò

con voi. Vi invidio, ma non verrò con voi. Penelope mi aspetta e Telemaco è

troppo giovane per reggere da solo il governo dell’isola. E Terpiade? Perché

91 On Malerba’s novel, see P. Pucci, ‘La scrittura di Ulisse’, in Ulisse nel tempo. La metafora infinita, ed.
S. Nicosia, Venezia 2003, 563–577, and Zampese, Ulisse: il ritorno e il viaggio (n. 5, above), 134–140. I

quote Malerba’s text according to the following edition: L. Malerba, Itaca per sempre, Milano 1997.
92 In the ‘Post Scriptum’ Malerba explains that he conceived the story while dining with Pietro Pucci,

Professor of Classics at Cornell University and friend of Malerba. While they were discussing the

Odyssey, Malerba’s wife said that Penelope must have recognized Ulysses from the very beginning; she

just did not say it because she wanted to take revenge on him for his cheating and lack of trust.
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mai gli avrei salvato la vita se non per comporre quei due poemi che già ho

chiari nella mia mente?’ [Malerba, Itaca per sempre, 179]

Ulysses: ‘Will I embark on that ship? What does my sailor’s heart tell me? I

close my eyes so as not to see the ship approaching. No, sailor friends, I won’t

join you. I envy you, but I won’t join you. Penelope is waiting for me and

Telemachus is too young to rule alone on the island. And Terpiades? Why

would I have spared his life if I did not want to compose those two poems,

which are already clear in my mind?’

Ulysses puts the golden cup back in the bag and returns home without looking back.

He will stay in Ithaca forever.

This novel is in many ways the natural conclusion for the Italian reception of

Ulysses in the twentieth century. In Malerba for the first time Ulysses refuses to

embark upon the last voyage and chooses to remain in Ithaca as in Homer. Indeed,

even if Ulysses rejects the final voyage, he does not become a solipsistic hero like in

Savinio; rather, Ulysses chooses family life forever in Ithaca where he will write the

Homeric poems. His final voyage will be a literary journey: he will sail through his

memories while composing the Iliad and the Odyssey in ‘Ithaca, forever’. In

Malerba the two themes that have been developing in the twentieth-century

reworkings of Ulysses’ last voyage, the ‘ethical’ theme (Ulysses’ last voyage as a

symbol for life choices) and the literary one (Ulysses’ last voyage as a metaphor for

an author’s troubled relationship with past literary tradition) are finally integrated.

This Ulysses renounces his endless quest because he has eventually found his

balance between family life and literary aspirations. It is interesting, however, that

the only way for Malerba to reconcile a literary character, Ulysses, with his long

literary tradition is to identify this very character with the first author who wrote a

poem about him: Homer. All Italian authors in the twentieth century had to deal

with Homer and Dante’s later ‘myth’ of Ulysses’ last voyage and had to test

themselves against such a literary tradition; in Malerba this last voyage consists of

the creation of Ulysses’ own literary myth and tradition. In this way, then, he can

break the vicious cycle that had suffocated the previous Italian poets—as if indeed

all the other attempts had only created an obsessive and stifling tradition from

which it was necessary to depart in order to go back to the origins. It may thus be

significant that while in Pascoli’s The Last Voyage Phemius dies on Circe’s island

during his sleep with his lyre hanging from a tree, in Malerba Phemius helps Ulysses

to write his poems—a metaphorical image of the living vitality of the original

literary myth after so many rewritings had killed it.

4 The Impossible Homecoming: The Twentieth-Century Italian Ulysses

In all the texts I have surveyed, Ulysses either leaves Ithaca or is tempted to do so.

The Italian Ulysses definitely has had some difficulties in settling down. In fact,

even in the Italian reworking of the Ulysses myth that do not focus on the last
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voyage Ulysses is never a ‘returning’ hero. In The Sleep of Odysseus (first published
in 1899) Pascoli rewrites the episode of the bag of winds in Odyssey 10.17–54, when
Ulysses falls asleep while approaching Ithaca and then is carried away (forever, in

Pascoli?) because his companions have opened the bag of winds during his slumber.

On the other hand, in Pascoli’s The Return (1906) Ulysses does come back to Ithaca

but cannot recognize it because he has changed and become old while the island has

remained the same; he has no connection with it anymore, in other words, and his

nostos is denied. A similar focus on the desire to leave rather than on the nostos is
found in Cesare Pavese’s The Island (1947), where Ulysses explains to Calypso his

need to leave and travel without stop. Similarly in his short poem Ulysses (1946),
Umberto Saba identifies himself with Ulysses in his life-long sailing ‘along the

Dalmatian shores’ (near Trieste, where Saba lived) urged on by his ‘painful love for

life’. Saba’s is not a last voyage but an ongoing journey—the voyage of life that

everyone must take, again without rest or return. Finally in Berio’s opera Outis
(1996) Outis/Ulysses is another wanderer; at the end, in fact, Emily/Penelope leaves

Outis/Ulysses saying that she has never known him. Outis/Ulysses remains alone

onstage and starts to sing—prompting one to wonder whether this ‘singing alone’,

which seems to allude to the impossibility of a return, might not also symbolize a

new voyage—a (mental?) ‘journey’ far from Ithaca.

In all the twentieth-century Italian rewritings, even in those which do not

explicitly engage with the last voyage, Ulysses is not the homecoming hero dear to

the American reception, such as in films like Sommersby by Jon Amiel (1993), O
Brother, Where Art Thou? (2000) by Joel and Ethan Coen as well as Cold Mountain
(2003) by Anthony Minghella.93 It is tempting to suggest that such a focus on the

homecoming theme in the US reception of Ulysses might be due to the fact that

America is a land of ‘conquest’ where people who came from Europe as emigrants

wanted to settle down and not have to leave again for other adventures. On the other

hand, Ulysses’ Wanderlust seems a staple of the Italian Ulysses.94 This is no doubt

due to the influence of Dante, the ‘father’ of Italian literature and the creator of the

myth of the last voyage. In Italy the return home is not a heroic quest but rather

seems like a constriction—one which cannot satisfy the modern Italian Ulysses.

From this perspective The Return of Ulysses (1968) by Giorgio de Chirico becomes

a very good visual commentary on the last voyage theme as seen in twentieth-

century Italian literature.

93 See Hall, The Return of Ulysses (n. 1, above), 104–105, 136–139, 166.
94 This trend seems to continue even in the twenty-first century. Valerio Massimo Manfredi recently

wrote two novels on Ulysses as part of a saga entitled My Name is Nobody (Il mio nome è Nessuno); the
first volume, The Oath (Il giuramento, 2012), stretches to the end of the Trojan War; the second volume,

The Return (Il ritorno, 2013), recounts Ulysses’ return to Ithaca and then his departure for the voyage as

commanded by Tiresias in Od. 11.121–137. In the last chapters (Ch. 25–27 and epilogue) Ulysses thus

leaves in search of a place where people do not know what an oar is. This novel concludes before Ulysses

has reached his goal, as he walks through an unknown, cold northern land with no end in sight. In

Manfredi’s novel too, then, even if there is no mention of Dante’s last voyage, Ulysses is a wandering

hero without return.
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Giorgio de Chirico, The Return of Ulysses (1968)—Giorgio de Chirico: 2014 Artists Rights Society
(ARS), New York/SIAE, Rome

Giorgio de Chirico’s ‘homecoming’ Ulysses seems trapped in his nostos.
Crossing the sea and reaching Ithaca—de Chirico seems to be saying—is just a

journey within and towards a mediocre, middle-class prison, which cannot contain

Ulysses’ desire for knowledge. In the painting, however, there is a door left

open, a possibility to escape the claustrophobic narrowness of the ‘return’: the last

voyage. This escape, the door left ajar, was offered very often to Ulysses by

twentieth-century Italian authors and was (in most cases) accepted. Yet the

relationship with the last voyage myth is complex and this last adventure is seen

differently by different authors. The heroic Ulysses is present in Graf and, with

bombastic and Nietzschean overtones, in D’Annunzio. The voyage is seen

negatively by Gozzano, for whom it is a money-driven stupid adventure, and by

Pascoli, for whom it is a failed attempt at self-discovery. Since it is bad to sail again,

the best solution is to refuse the last voyage, as happens in Savinio, who frees his

intelligent Ulysses from an entire literary tradition, and in Malerba, whose Ulysses,

by refusing such temptation and remaining in Ithaca forever, is able to accomplish

his true ‘traditional’ destiny and even writes the Iliad and the Odyssey. Otherwise, to
‘save’ the last voyage one has to turn the myth upside down and embrace a more

mystical solution: Dallapiccola’s Ulysses is again condemned to a last voyage but

eventually finds the ‘Word’ of the very same God that had originally punished him

for his ‘mad flight’.
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5 An Anxiety of Influence? Ulysses Trapped Between Homer and Dante

The Italian ‘obsession’ with Ulysses’ last voyage is directly derived from Dante’s

revision of the original myth—a revision that became in itself a new form of

(literary) mythology to which modern Italian authors must refer. The Italian

reception of the Homeric myth of Ulysses is thus molded by Dante, the ‘Italian

Homer’ and ‘inventor’ of the last voyage motif. Dante’s influence has been so deep

in Italian culture that some phrases of Inferno xxvi have become integral parts of the

Italian way of thinking about Ulysses: Ulysses’ ‘mad flight’, his desire to become

‘experienced in the world, and in the vices and virtues of mankind’, his urge ‘to

pursue virtue and knowledge’—all these phrases have even entered the Italian

vocabulary in daily conversations (e.g., to comment on risky decisions as ‘mad

flights’). Indeed we have seen how many quotations of these key phrases of Inferno
xxvi can be found in the Italian adaptations of the Ulysses myth. In short, in Italy

anyone who wants to write about Ulysses must somehow come to terms with

Dante’s portrait of the Greek hero. It is telling in this regard that the Dantesque last

voyage, which was an obvious reference for the Italian Dallapiccola, was not

understood in the world premiere of his Ulisse at Berlin: the German audience being

less familiar with Dante’s episode was puzzled to see Ulysses resume his travels

after he had reached Ithaca.95 The peculiarity of the Italian Dantesque view of the

Greek hero is further confirmed by an important though brief passage in Moravia’s

Contempt (Il disprezzo, 1954), a novel about the marriage crisis of the novelist

Riccardo Molteni who is working on a film adaptation of the Odyssey. This novel is
not a rewriting of the Ulysses myth but for the most part engages with it in

paralleling the marital relationship of the protagonists with the one of Ulysses and

Penelope;96 yet Moravia does still briefly mention Ulysses’ last voyage in a

dialogue between Molteni and the German director Rheingold. Molteni quotes some

lines from the Ulysses’ episode in Inferno xxvi; Rheingold does not understand the

reason for such a quotation, which Molteni must then explain as follows: ‘This is the

Ulysses I should have liked to create… this is how I see Ulysses… Before leaving

you I wanted to confirm it unmistakably… I felt I could do this better by reciting the

passage from Dante than in my own words’. Rheingold replies: ‘Better, of course…

but Dante is Dante: a man of the Middle Ages… You, Molteni, are a modern

man’.97 For the German director Dante’s Ulysses is simply one possible reading of

Ulysses and a past one—not the only possible way of ‘conceiving’ of Ulysses’

character.

However, the Italian Ulysses is not limited to the Ulysses portrayed by Dante.

The original Homeric myth is also very strong. The classical Ulysses is present in

the works of those authors who deal with other episodes of the myth, such as

Pascoli, Savinio, Dallapiccola and Malerba. But even when the modern work is

95 See L. Dallapiccola, ‘Ulisse at La Scala. Notes for the Italian Première, 13 January 1970’, in

Dallapiccola on Opera. Selected Writings of Luigi Dallapiccola. Volume One. Translated and Edited by R.
Shackelford, Foreword by A. Doráti, Exeter 1987, 263–266.
96 On this novel and the film by Jean-Luc Godard based on it (Le mépris, 1963), see A. Carson,

‘Contempts’, Arion 16 (2009), 1–10.
97 A. Moravia, Contempt, translated by A. Davidson, introduction by T. Parks, New York 1999, 211.
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mainly a reply to Dante’s Ulysses the Homeric presence is nonetheless strongly felt

—as for example in Pascoli’s translations of Homeric lines, or in Graf’s and

D’Annunzio’s panoply of classical references. More importantly, Ulysses does

actually reach Ithaca in all the Italian authors (as well as in Tennyson) who deal

with the last voyage. Contrary to Dante’s hero, their Ulysseses settle down and then
decide to leave again. This twist in the Dantesque myth is a homage to Homer, and

it is probably inspired by Tiresias’ prophecy in Odyssey 11.121–137, even if none of

the modern authors I surveyed mentions it (with the exception of Pascoli—though

he does distinguish the voyage ordered by Tiresias from the ‘last voyage’).

Following Homer all these twentieth-century rewritings have Ulysses first reunite

with Penelope and Telemachus and then abandon them again. In a sense this new,

more Homeric perspective on the last voyage provides an even stronger denial of the

nostos because the hero does in fact return but cannot settle down with his loved

ones and is forced to leave again.

While Homer and Dante are the starting point of the Italian Ulysses, there is also

a new development in the myth. The twentieth-century Italian Ulysses is certainly

not a Homeric hero; however, he is not a Dantesque, pre-Renaissance hero, either:

he does not have that positive and genuine desire for knowledge of Dante’s Ulysses,

who strived to raise his status above above that of beasts. The modern Italian

Ulysses is more similar to a twentieth-century antihero: he does not have any desire

for ‘virtue and knowledge’; he goes on a voyage only because he is bored and wants

to test his limits (Graf), because he wants to search for something that he knows he

needs but cannot identify (Dallapiccola), because he wants to make his fortune

(Gozzano), because he wants to find his past and test his memory (Pascoli), or

because he just wants to sail (D’Annunzio).

Any Italian writer who ever wanted to write about Ulysses had to deal with a very

heavy inheritance to bear: Homer and Dante and their Ulysseses. The ‘anxiety of

influence’ was inevitable. While fin de siècle and Decadent poets were still writing

within the Homeric and Dantesque paths, each of them developing his own peculiar

reinterpretation of these models, post-WWI authors openly ‘rebelled’ against Dante.

They denied his myth (and his influence?) either by avoiding or by completely

overturning the meaning of the last voyage. However, they were not necessarily

returning to Homer. The most Homeric solution is adopted by Malerba, who denies

the Dantesque last voyage and identifies Ulysses with Homer. On the other hand,

Dallapiccola goes beyond Dante in having his Ulysses meet the same God that had

destroyed the Dantesque hero. Another (and rather opposite) way to go beyond the

past tradition is Savinio’s rewriting, which desecrates the myth by ‘killing’ both

Homer and Dante in his Ulysses’ double refusal to take up either a family life in

Ithaca or his last voyage. Are all these poets ‘strong poets’ according to Bloom’s

definition? Perhaps not. Perhaps the strong ones are still Homer and Dante because,

as Bloom says, ‘poetic influence need not make poets less original; as often it makes

them more original, though not therefore necessarily better’.98

98 H. Bloom, The Anxiety of Influence. A Theory of Poetry, Second Edition, Oxford 1997, 7.
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6 Odyssean Polytropia

Beyond the reception of the original Homeric myth, of Dante’s reworking and its

recasting into twentieth-century sensitivity, the modern Ulysses is also molded by a

‘contemporary’ or quasi-contemporary reception. This is particularly evident when

Gozzano replies to D’Annunzio, but also when Tennyson is ‘received’ and

reinterpreted by both Graf and Pascoli. Graf, Gozzano, D’Annunzio and Pascoli all

wrote about Ulysses within a very short period (1897–1910) and were in contact

with each other, establishing a dialogue both through their published work as well as

their private letters. It is interesting to note that for these poets Ulysses becomes also

a means to discuss ideas about literature, poetry and poetics, as for example with

Gozzano ridiculing D’Annunzio’s King-of-Storms. Graf was Gozzano’s teacher, on

the other hand, and taught him how to go beyond D’Annunzio’s poetry;99 we do not

know whether they ever explicitly discussed the Ulysses motif together, but Ulysses

became the proxy that Gozzano used to refute D’Annunzio’s poetics. A dialogue

between D’Annunzio and Pascoli around the years when they were both composing

their opposite Ulysseses is well documented by letters that they wrote to each

other.100 Dallapiccola himself quotes Pascoli’s Ulysses when discussing his own

Ulisse,101 while Savinio seems to portray his Circe as a (negative) counterpart to

D’Annunzio’s heroines. This dialogue among twentieth-century authors also

develops the last voyage theme into a metaphor for a literary tradition and our

relationship with it: What does it mean to ‘sail again’ and to revisit past literary

memories (Pascoli)? Is it possible to find anything new when embarking on a well-

trodden literary path (Dallapiccola)? Can authors really be free when dealing with

centuries-old literary symbols and stories (Savinio)? Or can real poetry be found

only ‘at the origin’, that is, in Homer (Pascoli and Malerba)?

The Italian Ulysses is thus a very interesting phenomenon where many different

‘layers of reception’ intersect: reception of the ancient myth of Homer’s Odyssey,
reception of the ‘literary’ myth invented by Dante and reception of contemporary

reworkings of Ulysses. As a result the Italian Ulysses reflects all these different

layers. He mixes the polytropic nature of the Greek hero with the humanist ideals of

Dante to become a twentieth-century antihero who grapples with and embodies all

the contradictions of the twentieth century. Swinging between a Nietzschean

99 On the influence of Graf on Gozzano, see G. de Liguori, I «baratri della ragione»: Arturo Graf e la
cultura del secondo Ottocento, Manduria 1986, 95, 109, 145–146, 151, 233.
100 On this correspondence, see A. Traina, ‘I fratelli nemici. Allusioni antidannunziane nel Pascoli’, in

D’Annunzio e il classicismo, Quaderni del Vittoriale 23 (1980), 229–240, and Bertazzoli, ‘Ulisse in

D’Annunzio e Pascoli’ (n. 28, above). D’Annunzio’s Maia came out in May 1903 and thus before

Pascoli’s Convivial Poems (with The Sleep of Odysseus and The Last Voyage), which came out in 1904.

However, The Sleep of Odysseus had already been published as a separate poem in Nuova Antologia in

1899. As Bertazzoli, ‘Ulisse in D’Annunzio e Pascoli’ (n. 28, above), 705, suggests, D’Annunzio then

probably knew the poem since he seems to reply to it when he speaks of a ‘vigilant’ Ulysses (cf. Maia iv

40–41: e vigile in ogni / muscolo): D’Annunzio’s Ulysses does not sleep like Pascoli’s Ulysses.
101 Dallapiccola, ‘Birth of a Libretto’ (n. 62, above), 250. In his opera Dallapiccola also echoes some

lines from Cavafy’s Ithaca (ll. 9–12) when Circe tells Ulysses: ‘Ulysses, you would have never

encountered the Cyclopes nor the Laestrygonians, if you did not have them already in your heart’

(Dallapiccola, Ulisse, Act 1, scene iii).
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Übermensch (D’Annunzio, Savinio) and Musil’s man without qualities (Pascoli),

between a failed emigrant to America (Gozzano) and an unsuccessful Columbus

(Graf) and, on the other hand, finding rest from his inner angst only through

mystical revelations (Dallapiccola) or through poetry (Malerba) the Italian Ulysses

is a twentieth-century translation of the Homeric polytropia. Yet the Italian

reception of Ulysses’ last voyage is not only a reworking of a story and of a

mythical hero; it is also a reflection on poetry and on our relationship with classical

tradition. As Bloom says, ‘the meaning of a poem can only be another poem’.102 If

that is so, then the Italian twentieth-century Ulysses also testifies to the polytropia of
both Homer and Dante.
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